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ohnsefforts on behalf of trails and conservation in Saco and beyond reflect his
passion for all things outdoors A member of the Conservation Commission for
several years John has been the motivating force that resulted in the creation of
Saco Bay Trails and of the Eastern Trail Alliance
After graduating from Cheverus High School John attended the University
of Maine Orono graduating in ig6o with a degree in electrical engineering He
and wife Marietta were wed in South Portland the same year and moved to Con
necticut where John began his career He retired from National Semiconductor in
igg6
An avid hiker and crossountry skier John has organized and led count
less outings to New Englands wild places such as the White Mountains Acadia
National Park and Moosehead Lake as a longtimemember of the Appalachian
Mountain Club and current member of the Maine Outdoor Adventure Club He is
directing the efforts ofthe Eastern Trail Alliance serving as its president
Those who enjoy nature and tramping through the woods are direct benefi
ciaries ofJohns commitment to the outdoors expressed in Saco by the dozen
trails established and maintained by Saco Bay Trails and by the work in progress
that is the Eastern Trail When completed the ET will be a 6o mile long off
road trail through a dozen communities in York and Cumberland counties avail
able to all for walking bird watching bicycling crossountry skiing and simply
gettingoffroad to enjoy neighborhoods and the outdoors
John and his wife Marietta have resided on Harriman Farm Road since i98i
When they have the chance they enjoy traveling to California and New Yorlc to
visit the grandchildren and spending time in East Boothbay at the family camp
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CITY OF SACO
VISION STATEMENT
Our vision is a high quality of life for Saco citizens
Central to this vision is a sustainable economy that offers
an opportunity for everyone to have rewarding employment and
for business to prosper now and in the future
The people of Saco bring this vision into reality by working together and
building on our tradition of hard work dedication and ingenuity
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Saco Maine
A BriefHistory
or centuries inprehistoric times the dramatic falls ofthe Saco River near where it
now crosses Main Street attracted summer visits from the Native people for sea
sonal fishing and hunting By the earlyith century the safe harbor and abundant natural
resources attracted European visitors In i6i a company of adventurers led by Richard
Vines weathered awinter at the mouth of the river in a place still known as Winter Har
bor After subsequent visits permanent settlers arrived in i63i Both sides of the river
were considered as one town known first as Saco and afteri8 as Biddeford For the
next century the town remained sparsely settled because of the devastation of frequent
wars with the Natives and the French
The fortunes of the small settlement changed ini6when William Pepperrell a
young merchant from Kittery purchased 500o acres and timber rights to an additional
450o acres on the east side of the Saco Pepperrell sold offparts of his holdings to mill
wright Nathaniel Weare and mariner Humphrey Scamman to help expedite his lumbering
operation The eastern settlement principal roads Main Street and the Portland Bux
ton and Ferry Roads were laid out ini8
The village grew steadily throughout the i8th century In i75a Sir William Pep
perrell then an English Baronet donated four acres of land near the falls to the town for
use as avillage common a burying ground and a site for a new meetinghouse The set
tlers on the eastern bank separated from Biddeford ini6a and named the new village
Pepperrellborough in honor ofthe towns benefactor The town grew rapidly in size and
wealth as farming lumbering and ship building bloomed and prospered By the time of
the Revolution the growth of international commerce in the town required the govern
ment to establish a customs house near the wharves
In i8o5 the town dropped the weighty and difficult to spell name Pepperrellbor
ough in favor of the simpler ancient name Saco The i9th century brought modern in
dustrial capital development to Saco The first corporation a nail factory was established
in i8n The factory was such apaying venture that it was followed in i8a5 by the first of
many cotton milling factories In the next z5 years Saco could boast of dozens of indus
tries from cotton mills and machine shops to iron foundries and cigar factories With the
development of massive cotton mills on the western falls of the river the sister cities of
Biddeford and Saco became leaders of manufacturing in the industrial age
Letter of
Transmittal
t is with greatpleasure thatIsubmit the aoo6Annual Report in accor
dancewith the provisions ofthe Charter ofthe City ofSaco Chronicled
within these pages are the activities of the municipal departments and
the Board ofEducation along with an independent audit of the Citysfinances
Highlights of the Year
City Administrator
None of the accomplishments outlined in the
highlights would have been possible without the
leadership of the Mayor City Council and its
dedicated municipal employees and volunteers
It is a pleasure to work in a community where
such a high level ofcommunity spirit exists The
year ahead will be anotherfilled with challenges
and opportunities for the city Icontinue to be
impressed with the energy and unique abilities
of those involved with Sacos local government
We are committed to finding collaborative solu
tions that will enable us to continue to provide
quality municipal services at a cost that is still
among the lowest ofany Maine Service Center
We are also always seeking opportunities for
improvement In that regard please do not hesi
tate to contact mewith your ideas suggestions
comments or criticism On behalf of the Mayor
and City Council ltruly 2vant to express our
willingness to be open to your needs and to ad
dress any and all areas ofconcern My contact
information is rmichaudsacom ineorg or
by telephone at z8z4i9i
Respectfully submitted
Richard R Michaud
City Administrator
Second Annual Performance Measurement Report completed
and received a National Award for Excellence from the Association
of Governmental Accountants AGA
5th Certificate of Achievement for Excellence in Financial Report
ing awarded by the Governmental Finance Officers Association
GFOA for their fiscalyear mo5 Comprehensive Annual Financial
Statement
Completed an update to aerial photography reflecting recent de
velopment within the City
Completed the Parlt North Tax Incremental Financing District
TIF providing the funding mechanism to runapproximately 8
million of sewer up Route One towards Scarborough
City adopted international building codes
4th Distinguished Budget Presentation Award from GFOA for FY
zoo6 budget
Completed renovations malting the community center handi
capped accessible
Hired four more paramedics
The Environmental Protection Agency EPA recognized the city
for outstanding reuseof its superfund site with the completion of
three new recreational fields on the area
A new transfer station access card program was implemented thus
digitizing the old manual process
City and school departments merged their information technology
departments for greater efficiency
State of Maine Public Law z tax levy limitations were met
Purchased two properties to preserve as open space with the open
space bond proceeds
Completed the Main StreetPepperell Square project
Completed the Mill Brook Industrial Park on Route One
Completed goof theirmajor waste water treatment plant up
grades totaling approximately 4 million which puts the plant r4
years ahead within their CSO Master Plan
Completed a review and analysis of all city owner property and
marlteted and disposed of those deemed appropriate for sale
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Richard R Michaud
City Council zoosZOOS
Front Row left to right Councilor Ron Morton Ward 3 Mayor Marlc D
Johnston Richard Michaud City Administrator Councilor Art Tardif Ward 5
Back Row left to right Councilor David Tripp WardiCouncilor Les Smith
Jr Ward a Councilor Eric Cote Ward 6 Councilor Jesse McDougal Ward
Councilor Ron Michaud Ward 4
111L 1 1L1 1 V
ZOOC
Richard Lambert ChiefCode Enforcement Officer CCEO achieved the
International Code Council Certification as a Property Maintenance and Housing
Inspector and as a Zoning Inspector
Marlc Mitchell Assistant Code Enforcement Officer ACE achieved certification as a
Level II Certified Building Operator from the Northeast Energy Efficiency Partner
ship Inc
Richard Lambert CCEO Marlc Mitchell ACE and David Twomey Building Inspec
tor all received5year Certification by the State of Maine as Code Enforcement Offi
cers in the areas of Building Standards Land Use Shoreland Zoning and Local
Plumbing Inspectors
City ofSaco first in the Country to publish the Association ofGovernment Account
ants Citizen Centric Prototype Report
Second Annual Performance Measurement Report completed and received a Na
tional Award for Excellence from the Association ofGovernmental Accountants
AGA
5t1 Certificate ofAchievement for Excellence in Financial Reporting awarded by the
Governmental Finance Officers Association GFOA for their fiscal year aoo5 Com
prehensive Annual Financial Statement
4th Distinguished Budget Presentation Award from GFOA for FY aoo6 budget
The Environmental Protection Agency EPA recognized the city for outstanding re
use of its superfund site with the completion of three new recreational fields on the
area
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Human Resources and
Personnel Department
Tammy Lambert
PersonnelAdministrator
Phone Flogoo3
Mission Statement The Human Resources Department will attractand retain
qualified productive motivated and dedicated employees who willprovide
efficient and effective services to the citizens The City recognizes that the Citys
employees are a considerable resource that requires investment to
ensure that we have the talents and skills needed to meet the needs of the City
I Citizens of Saco I
Legislative Department
Mayor City Council
City Administratration Department
City Administrator
Public Works Department
Public Works Director
Planning Economic Development Department
Economic Development Director
Tax Assessing Department
Assessor
Police Department
Police Chief
Harbor Master
City Clerk Department
City Clerk
Building Inspection Code Enforcement Dept
Code Enforcement Officer
Legal Department
City Attorney
Fire Department
Fire Chief
Finance Department
Finance Director
Emergency Management Director
Parks Recreation Department
Parks Recreation Director
Education Department
Board of EducationSuperintende t
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Scope of Operations
Administered to i64 regular full time and approximately 8parttimeemployees 35 paid oncall fire
fighters and various more casual workers including 45 election workers crossing guards an ani
mal control officer z temporary clerics in Voter Registration and up to 5o parttime summer em
ployees Included issues around hiring and firing employees policy malting and enforcement with
the administration and other departments resolving issues with employees and overseeing several
general training programs and the employee benefits program
Negotiated with the help ofprofessional consultants 3 year contracts with 8 employee unions be
ginning the year prior to contract expiration and usually running into the first year of a new con
tract using approximately 70 of Human Resources time
Use ofResources
i full time employee
Neighboring towns ofsimilar size and overall budget Biddeford and Scarborough employ i and z in their
Human Resources Departments respectively
Human Resources is part of the City Administration Department that utilizes 6z48 FY o5 g
FY o4 ofthe FY o6 city services budget
Here are two ways to consider this cost to citizens
Per capita cost to citizens in FY o6 ofi5zo FYo5nFYo4ii3z
For a home valued at i5ooo0 izo5 of the X1944 Property tax bill in FY o6 funded city administra
tionn45 ofthez385 property tax bill in FY o5
this figure now includes employee benefits
The impact ofthe Human Resources Department mission and three service delivery goals heavily
influence on the citys Human Resources Investment strategic goal
Department Service Delivery Goals and Performance Data
GOAL 1 The city recognizes that the citys employees are a considerable resource that requires in
vestment to ensure that we have the talents and skills needed to meet the needs ofthe city As such
Human Resources must provide continuing support to all employees to enhance their education by
providing level or increasing hours oftraining each year to all employees
The Department focuses on improving skills through training of the existing workforce in order to meet the
changing needs ofSaco especially in light of the low rate of responsefrom candidates to job openings with
the city
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PERFORMANCE DATA To identify and implement new trainings appropriate for those areas ofthe
staff that are underserved they currently get no or very little ongoing training and to maintain cur
rent levels oftraining or increase as opportunities arise for those areas ofthe staff that receive ongo
ing training
Total Training Costs FY 20064
2006 2005 2004
Training Total of Training Total of Twining Total of
Expenditures Personnel Total Expenditures Personnel Total Expenditures Personnel Total
Cite ldtninistration 3585 182840 196 3049 171788 177 1276 168914 076
Finance 10320 3033 338 S 3666 S 2747 133 2431 2974 0 083
Technologc 4852 98608 493 92366 00 300 49177 061
Citlerk 1800 10938 165 1080 103817 105 1577 103037 153
assessing 821 127618 064 522 123891 043 714 S 118857 060
Inspection S 3609 199031 131 1538 17338 089 1459 164755 089
PlanningEco Derelopment 5 1256 16540 076 535 152569 035 118 S 153007 08
Police S 19983 2176798 093 16435 S 212863 077 18403 2008963 093
Fire S 12830 683435 076 9346 609146 057 1077 1523836 067
Public Works S 9438 1423636 066 4984 1471 034 7446 130641 057
Parks Recreation S 3011 433061 046 838 398287 01 788 382853 01
Waste Water Treatment S 3848 S 642833 044 S 3235 S 431676 075 S 3299 513024 064
TOT1I 5 72353 754711 096 S 45118 5 71302 063 47987 6790318 071
alt 3of total personnel 2364 5 S 213907 303710
Ildditional resources needed 154073 168789 S 155723
llmmons DN 2001 blunicialBenchmarks dssessing Local Performance and Establishing Com
munite Standards 2nd ed Sage Publications
Ammonsp183 recommends 3 of total personnel costs be dedicated to training based on various indicators To
achieve3 in spending Saco needs to have spent an additional154ofor a total expenseofzz64a5 which is a little
more than three times current spending and is not realisticfor a city of this size and limited resources Human Re
sourcesg alfor training as a percent ofpersonnel costs isIWhile all mandatory training requirements are being
met there areopportunities for further training as noted however budget approvals and allocation ofstaff time remain
hurdles to getting further training accomplished
n
GOAL z To retain happy and longterm employees who bring along their knowledge expertise and
skills to help teach other employees through ongoing communication with employees
The Department recognizes it costs more to hire and train new employees and so strives to retain long term
employees
PERFORMANCE DATA A Traclang annual turnover rates with a target of5 or lower
Employee Turnover Rates
Total Total of
Year Turnovers Employees Total
2000 9 1325 679
2001 14 1375 108
2002 11 1485 741
2003 13 155 836
2004 6 160 375
2005 10 162 617
2006 14 164 854
4 retirements which are unavoidable impacted turnover rates in zoo6 as well 4 employees in Dispatch
left they did not make itpast probation The problem of retaining people in Dispatch is being addressed
with increased wages which should help attract more qualified candidates
Data from personnel records
PERFORMANCE DATA B Annually surveying employees on various issues about their work and
work environment
The employee survey is conducted about every otheryear to gauge employee satisfaction within their re
spectivedepartments Scoresfrom thefirst year were used as the benchmarkfor department heads to
establish plans to improve employee satisfaction The survey was then administered again at the end of
that same year The next survey will be conducted in January zoos In thefuture the department will
complete the survey in time to include with this report
is
Employee Survey Results
Average Score 15
January 2005 January 2004 December 2002 January 2002
Results Results Results Results
Department Heads 48 4 49 4
Public Works Department 40 45 3 30
Assessing Department 40 28 40 40
Finance Department 47 40 40 28
Building Inspection Department 30 40 50 47
Planning Development Department 50 40 45 40
Parks Recreation Department 43 40 38 40
Wastewater Treatment Plant 36 35 40 39
City ClerkGene al Assistance Department 36 30 50 45
Fire Department 41 39 41 40
Police Department 35 40 39 36
Average 41 38 42 39
Given the small number of employees in total and by department one unhappy employee significantly
affects the results
Datafrom emploree survetis
GOAL 3 To provide a safer work environment by providing ongoi g safety training and frequently
updating the Safety Manual in order to reduce the number of reportable workers compensation injuries
in each fiscal year
The Human Resources Department prioritizes training in order to maintain a safe work environment
which in turn controls costs and improves employee morale
PERFORMANCE DATA Traclang reportable injuries in each fiscal year as a percent oftotal city work
force and maintain at less than 5
Reportable Injuries
Total Total of
Year Injuries Employees Total
2000 1 1325 075
2001 1 1375 073
2002 0 1485 00
2003 1 155 064
2004 1 160 063
2005 2 162 123
2006 2 164 122
i3
Citizen SurveyInput Citizen ratings of the
perceived importance ofthe Human Resources
departments three service delivery goals are
being gathered at this time No ratings on the
department were obtained in the citizen opin
ion survey process as citizens have no way to
gauge this area prior performance
Assessing
Department
Dan Sanborn Assessor
dsanborn@ sacomaineorg
Phone zo78zr6n
Mission Statement To assess all property in the city in afair
and equitable manner
Scope of Operations
Responsible for assessing all property in the city in order to determine the value for taxation pur
poses FY o6 valuation was9z96zzoo at 9a This included 7815 properties in five classes or
types of properties residential agricultural approximately 40o commercial and about 5o total in
dustrial and special purpose properties such as those owned by utilities
Use of Resources
3 full time and z part time employees
Neighboring similar towns Biddeford and Scarborough employ 4 and 3people who are responsible for
valuations ofapproximatelyi65zi468oo at 75 and3z5684i9oo at ioo respectively
Assessing utilized 50 45 FY o5 4z FY o4 ofthe FY o6 city services budget to perform their du
ties Here are two other ways to consider this cost to citizens
Per capita cost to citizens in FY o6 ofiz4 FYo5io57 04X933
For a home valued at i5ooo0963 ofthe1944 property tax bill in FY o6 funded Assessing op
erationsio73 of thez385 property tax bill in FY o5
this figure now includes employee benefits
The impact ofproperty values and the taxes they generate heavily influence on the citys strategic goal of
meeting the citys financial needs to provide services
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Assessing Continued
Department Service Delivery Goal and Performance Data
GOAL i Each assessment cycle will be at goio of current market value with a quality rating of
less than io
Currently property values in Saco are assessed at approximately 9z ofthe current or real market value
A range approaching ioo is allowed by state law when a municipality drops to belowothey must
revalue all property in their town and it reflects both thepast inability of assessors offices to accurately
update values on an annual basis and so has become a defacto method used by municipalities to control
property taxes and it also reflects current limitations of the massvaluation process whereby some lee
way is permitted in order to ensure equity
PERFORMANCE DATA A Current assessment as percent of market value
Data from Assessing records which is then audited by State annually see next
100
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9290 o
80
72 91
70
60
76 75
50
40
30
20
10
0
2001 2002 2003 2004 2005 2006
PERFORMANCE DATA B State Annual Audit Quality Rating
A quality rating is issued by the state and is a mathematical calculation ofhow close a municipality is to
iooofcurrent market value and how much any single given property waversfrom the municipalitys
stated assessment level for all properties Any rating under zo is acceptable by state standards
FYZOOb 9Sestimated
FY2005 10
FY2004 102
FY2003 1Z
FY2002 1b
Cueflt Siddeford 1Z
Cumeflt 5caorug 10 orbetter Datafiom State rlssessoi annual iating
i5
PERFORMANCE DATA C Accurately value properties in each cycle
Valuation Number of
Percent Inquiries Valuation Appeals
Year Market Rate Received Appeals Upheld
2003 75 550 3 0
2004 85 144 2 0
2005 91 57 1 0
2006 92 4 0 NA
Data from Assessing records
Initiatives to improve valuation accuracy are proposed and undertaken annually as approved and
as budgets allow
i Incorporate additional approaches to establishing current market value in assessment cycles in
order to establish the most accurate value for each property
Saco currently employs two standard techniques to devise property values the cost approach that is
what it would cost to replace aproperty plus the land value is calculatedfor the valuation and the com
parablesales approach that is considering sales of like properties to determine the value of a given
property The use ofthe comparable sales approach for condominiums and homes began in the zoos as
sessmentcycle and aided in achieving the goal of assessing all property at goio ofcurrent market
value Lastly an income based approach can be used for income generating properties that is what a
property earns is the basis for establishing its value This approach is in planfor adoption in the zoos
assessment cycle
z Contract with outside appraisers to do complete narrative appraisals for all commercial proper
ties
The majority ofproperties in Saco are residential and agricultural andvaluing of these properties is done
reliably by in house staff However when other types ofproperties need to be appraised qualified outsid
ers can be used in order to ensure these special classes ofproperties are being accurately valued and so
pay theirfair share
The City had outside professionals perform new valuations on the followingproperties in zoos z golf
courses and z shopping centers the State provided valuations ofutilities Inzoo6 the Water Company
was done in zoos all major apartment projects and all of the downtown and Route One properties will
be professionally valued and in zoo8 all of the industrial park commercialproperties will be profession
allyvalued
i6
Citizen SurveyInput Citizen ratings ofthe perceived importance ofAssessing service delivery goal
are being gathered at this time The Assessing Department was seen as one of the less satisfactory
areas ofthe city government with mean ratings between neutral and somewhat satisfied which
relative to other ratings for city services was not as positive However based on the decreasing num
ber ofvaluation inquiries over time citizens appear fairly accepting ofthe Assessing Departments
performance in reality So it still seems probable that there is an association between Assessing and
high property taxes which continues to be an issue throughout the state that is reflected in the
lower citizen satisfaction ratings for this department in the broader survey process
With the real estate market slowdown the department should now will be able to offer inhouse
training on their website features including GIS aerial photos to realty related professionals in zoos
with the goal being improved access to information and to make the website more useful
Very dissatisfied
Very satisfied 25 5ornewhat dissatisfied
145 75
DanYknaw
133
Neutral
250
5arnewhatsaisf ed
37
QVerydissatisfied Somewhatdissatisfied aNeutral
Somewhatsatisfied Verysatisfied fl0ontkn w
i
Finance
Department
Lisa R Parker CPA Finance Director
lparker@ sa comaineorg
Phonezo8zio3
Mission Statement The City ofSaco Finance Department in its capacity offiduciary agents for the entire
taxpayer base of the community strives to provide the highest levels ofcustomer service andprofessional
ism through adequate training andprudent procedures in its cash collection billing licensing investing
budgeting and financial planning analysis andprocesses and the highest levelsofnancial reporting and
disclosure
Scope of Operations
Processed approximately 80000 financial transactions and collected approximately z3 million in
property tax revenues as well as overz8in excise taxes and franchise fees Overall the depart
ment administered a budget of just over 4z million in total expenses and 4z million in total reve
nues for the fiscal year
Use ofResources
8 full time employees
Nearby similar towns Biddeford andScarborough employiizs and io in their Finance Departments
respectively
Finance utilizedin83 FY o5 94 FYo4 ofthe FY o6 city services budget To fund operations
Here are two other ways to consider this cost to citizens
Per capita cost to citizens in FY o6 ofzi5FYo5zoi8 FYo4zo8
For a home valued at i5ooo0zi53 ofthe X1944 Property tax bill in FY o6 funded Financei98o
of thez385 property tax bill in FY o5
this figure now includes employee benefits
The impact of the Finance Departments mission and three service delivery goals heavily influence on the
citys Meeting Financial Needs strategic goal
18
Department Service Delivery Goals and Performance Data
GOAL i For customer service representatives to provide friendly courteous and professional assis
tance to citizens coming to City Hall to pay city taxes and fees
The Department processes a high volume ofpayments in person andfocuses on maintaining high qual
ity service while meeting the demands in financial activity
PERFORMANCE DATA At least 85 ofthe surveyed public note above average service received the
citizen survey wasnot conducted in FYo6
FY 06 FY 05 FY 04
somewhat or very satisfied NA 7330 7560
Mean rating 15 scale NA 411 402
Data from outside research firm survey all data that follows is from audited
Financial reports or industry professionals
The Department continues to focus on improvements in customer service thisyear staffhad theirfirst
formal reviews andparticipated in an offsite retreat with a professionalfacilitator process improve
ments such as issuing license plates and automated paymentprocessing options also were intro
duced
GOAL z To assure that all city vendors are being paid timely through the citys accounts payable
process
The Finance Department keeps on good terms with service providers by ensuring timely payments
PERFORMANCE DATA All vendors are paid within zo days of invoice date unless not possible due
to improper documentation or discrepancies in documentation
paid within
09days
102 days
TOTAL wintarget
all other
TOTALS
FY2004
invoices laid
1196 11
2715 24
3911 35
7368 65
11279 100
FY2005
invoices laid
1685 16
4004 38
5689 55
4721 45
10410 100
FY2006
invoices laid
1690 17
3720 38
5410 56
4295 44
9705 100
ig
While payment timing is improved overFYo4 and FYos lack ofproper documentation and other
outside issues continue to slow the process andprevent the departmentfrom meeting its goal
GOAL 3 To provide the highest levels of financial communication to our citizenry through
timely and accurate financial and operational reporting and disclosure
The Department strives to meet and exceed national reporting standardsfor municipalities
PERFORMANCE DATA A The Comprehensive Annual Audited Financial Report is com
pleted and posted to the Citys website within 6 months following year end and receives the
Government Finance Officers Association GFOA Award distinction
Comprehensive Annual Financial Report
Fiscal Year Date Award
Ending submitted Received
June 30 2006 1212006 pending results
June 30 2005 1262005 Yes
June 30 2004 113020 4 Yes
tune 30 2003 1124003 Yes
tune 30 2002 1227002 Yes
tune 30 2001 12200 1 Yes
tune 30 2000 11200 0 No
PERFORMANCE DATA B Distinguished Budget Presentation is completed and posted to
the citys website within go days following the budget approval and receives the GFOA Award
distinction
Distinguished Budget Presentation
Fiscal Date Council Date Award
Year Approved Submitted Received
2007 512006 721006 Yes
2006 2005 25005 Yes
2005 6142004 827004 Yes
2004 527003 25003 es
2003 632002 823002 es
2002 42001 23001 No
PERFORMANCE DATA C Performance Measurement Report on operational efficiencies is
completed in December ofeach year and posted to the citys website within that same month
Ierfonnanx rerrt Report
Fiscal Date sularitted AGAsCertificate
Year arylposted tovb ofFoellenc Awarclecl
2006 1228006 pendingresults submission estintedat tugof icport prep
2005 152006 Yes
2004 152005 Yes
ao
GOAL 4 To provide the highest level offinancial management ofall resources
Various measurescan be considered to assess the citysfinancial health and its management of its
resources and trends in performance can be monitored to alert the city administration of issues
PERFORMANCE DATA A To improve or maintain the Citys bond rating
A municipalitys bond rating affects the rate at which it can borrow money which means the better a
bond rating the City ofSaco has the less it willpay in interest to borrow For example the improved
bond rating achieved in zoos saved citizens approximatelyz4million in interest payments over the
zoyear term of the zooz general obligation bond
Explanation of Bond Ratings
AAA Best quality highest grade extremely strong capacity to
pay principal and interest payment is secured by a stable revenue
source
AA High quality very strong capacity to pay principal and inter
est revenue sources are only slightly less secure than for highest
grade bonds
A Upper medium quality strong capacity to pay principal and
interest but revenue sources are considered to be susceptible to
fluctuation in relevant economic conditions
Year
Bond
Rating
193 8 A
1979 BBB
1982 BBB
1989 BBB
1993 A
2001 A
2004 AA
BBB Medium grade quality adequate capacity to pay principal and interest but may become unreli
able if adverse economic conditions prevail
BB and lower Speculative quality low capacity to pay principal and interest represent longterm risk
whether relevant economic conditions are favorable or not
PERFORMANCE DATA B Financial Ratios which compare the relationship between various financial
factors with other influential factors such as population size provide indicators ofthe Citys overall
financial health
ai
6 30 O6
Revenues Per Capita Net Operating Revenues 4122296 2451
Population 16822
This ratio diades net operating revenues all the income to the City from
taxes licenses and permits intergovernmental charges for services and
other miscellaneous revenues but not including transfers from other City
funds by population to give aquick aew of how muchmonel the City
has to spend per person on all city services
Trend is positive as netoperating revenues per capita have increased overthis 3 rearperiod
A warning trendwould be decreasing netoperating revenues per capita
Intergovernmental Revenues Intergovernmental Operating Revenues
Gross Operating Revenues
This ratio divides the monerthe City receives from Federal State and
Local governments by all revenues the City receives in ordei to track
what portion of revenue is intergovemmental aid
6 30 05
39441265 2345
16822
6 30 04
36793551 S 2187
16822
6 30 O6
12937629 318
4122296
6 30 05
1085308 2752
39441265
6 30 04
1087953 2957
S 36793551
Trend is positive as intergovemmental revenues as apercentage of boss oepratii7g revenues increased from 2005
to 2006 This is reflective of the increase in state aid to education overthis peod Recent statewide referendum
for the state to fund 55of education costs have realigned this from 2004
Property Tax Revenues Property Tax Revenues
This records the total amount the City collects in propertt taxes over
time which shows if the properties in the City are generating moreorless
in propertt tax revenues overtime
6 30 O6
S 231985 3 231955 3
6 30 05
23686438 23686438
6 30 04
S 2138009
Although trend appears to be negative witha reduction in propert tax revenues the addition of state aid to
education allowed to city to reduce the actual revenueamount levied through property taxes
S 2138009
Uncollected Property Taxes Uncollected Property Taxes
Net Propert TaxIe
This ratio diades the total amount of property taxpaments that went
uncollected for ayear b the total amount actuallj collected in property
tax payments in aear to track if the percentage uncollected is changing
overtime
63006
86279 372
231985 3
6 30 05
903898 387
2335479
6 30 04
S 103388 519
S 2152361
Trend is positive as the percentage of uncollected propert taxes as apercentage of the netpropert tax le has
decreased overthis period
as
Expenditures per Capita Net Operating Expenditures
Population
This ratio divides netoperating expenditures only the expenses the Cit
incurs relative to delivering City services by population to give a quick
view of how much money the City has spent per person on delivering
services overtime
63006
3990961 2372
16822
6 30 05
38946813 2315
16822
63004
36204972 2152
16822
Trend is negative as this has been increasing consistently overthe last 3 years However revenues per capita
hayebeen increasing as well and are greater than the expenditures per capita in each year
Employees per Capita Total municipal employees
Population
63006
164 0097
16822
63005
163 0097
16822
63004
161 0096
This ratio divides the total number of City employees bg the total City
population in order to trackif the percent of employees to people they
are serving changes over time
16822
Trend is neutral as the number hasremained consistent from 2005 to 2006
However it has been increasing ever so slightly and was probably below comparable communities to begin with
Fringe Benefits Fringe Benefit Expenditures
Salaries and Wages
This ratio divides all money spent on fringe benefits such as health
insurance for City employees by the total salaries and wages of City
employees in order to track if the fringe benefit percentage changes
over time
63006
2192445 3155
6948754
63005
21130 3306
6392534
63004
21446 9 3347
8 6407715
Trend is positive as this percentage to total salaries and wages has been decreasing overthe last 3 years
warning trend would be an increase in fringe benefits expednitures as a percentage of salaries and wages
Fund Balances Unreserved Fund Balances
Net Operating Revenues
This ratio divides the money collected by the City that is unspent at the
end of the fiscal rear by the net operating revenues all the income to the
City with the exception of transfers from other funds to track over time
how well the Cite is meeting its goal for setting aside reserve funds every
rear for emergencies The City has apolio to maintain these funds at
833 to 10 of prior year budgeted expenditures
63006
4779535 1159
4122296
63005
484829 1229
39441265
63004
39237 1066
3
6 30 06
Liduidity Cash and Short Term Investments 5357761 8544
Current Liabilities 6271035
This ratio divides all cash theCityhas on hand plus any investments the
City has on hand that could be converted into cash within a short time
period and at no loss bj all money the City owes for current liabilities
outstanding money owed by the City except forlong term debt as of
year end as a way to assess if the Citrcould pay the bills it owes with the
money it has on hand at rear end
S 765897
rend is negative from 2005 to 2006 but still at an extremely healthy level
1 warning trend is a decreasing amount of cash and short term investments as a percentage of current liabilities
63005
5346831 14972
3571282
6 30 04
406985 5241
Current Liabilities Current Liabilities
Net Operating Revenues
63006
6271035 1521
4122296
This ratio divides all money the City owes for current liabilities
Outstanding money owed by the City except for long term debt by net
operating revenues all theincome to the Citt with the exception of
transfers from other funds as away to assess what percentage of City
revenues are earmarked to pay Cit bills as of year end
63005
3571282 905
39441265
6 30 04
765897 211
36793551
Long Term Debt Net Direct Bonded LongTerm Debt
assessed Valuation
63006
172397 3 096
78965800
This ratio divides the amount the City currently owes on its General
Obligation Bond debtwith a life of over one year by the value of all the
propertc within the City as then recorded inorder to demonstrate the
ability of property tax values to generate tax income to pay offdebt over
time
trend is positive as percentage has decreased consistently overthe last 3 years
1 warning trend is increasing net bonded debt as apercentage of the assessed valuation
Debt Service NetDirect Debt Service
Net Operating Revenues
This ratio divides the annual amount of principal and interest paid on the
Cits General Obligation Bonds with a life of over one year by net
operating revenues all theuxome to the City oath the exception of
transfers from other funds as away to assess what portion of the Citis
annual income is used to pay principal and interest on debt during the
fiscal year
trend is positive as percentage has decreased consistently overthe last 3 years
1 warning trend is increasing direct debt service as apercentage of netoperating revenues
63005
174767 8 19
468822600
6 30 04
1921382 169
136489900
63006
238372 578
4122296
63005
276134 700
39441265
6 30 04
25921 6 705
36793551
4
Overlapping Debt
This ratio divides the Citysproportionate share of York County debt
determined by the percentage of the Citys state valuation to the Countys
state valuation by the value of all the property within the city as then
recorded inorder to demonstrate the ability of property taYvalues to
generate taYincome to pad offthis proportionate debt overtime
Trend is positive as percentage has decreased consistently over the last 3 years
warning trend is increasing overlapping bonded debt as a percentage of assessed valuation
Maintenance Effort
This ratio divides the moneg spent on maintaining the Citys assets
such as buildings and equipment br the value of those assets to track
what percentage of their value is being spent on maintenance over time
51031658
Trend is positive from 2005 to 2006 as expenditures have increased a percentage of the value of assets
overthe last rear
Capital Outla Capital Outlay
Net Operating Expenditures
This ratio divides the annual amount of money spent on capital improvement
projects such as a new roof on Cit Hall by net operating expenditures only
the expenses the City incurs relative to delivering City services to track the
percent of what the City has spent that is dedicated to acquiring long term
assets or extending their useful lives
S 36204972
Trend appears negative as capital outlays have been decreasing as apercentage of operating expenditures
although the expenditure level remained almost constant from 2005 to 2006
LongTerm Oaerlaping Bonded Debt
ryssessed Valuation
Expenditures for repairs and maintenance of fixed assets
Quantity of Assets
6 30 06
1060 0 06
78965800
6 30 05
15460 08
468822600
6 30 04
1926 5 010
136489900
6 30 06
1627988 263
61852781
6 30 05
18433 23
53060713
6 30 04
1682436 30
6 30 06
1269378 318
3990961
6 30 05
124258 319
38946813
6 30 04
121897 36
Depreciation Expense Depreciation Expense
Cost of Depreciable fixed assets
6 30 06
15051 329
S 45745826
6 30 05
1414371 314
45011593
6 30 04
162651 269
This ratio divides the loss in value over time of City owneditems that
depreciate like vehicles which lose value overtime by what the City
spends to acquire such items to track bi what percentage their fixed assets
are deteriorating in comparison to the original cost of these assets
Trend is positive as depreciation expense increased as a percentage of total depreciable fixed
assets from 2005 to 2006
4329382
2rj
Population Population
Population figures are from the census numbers which are done every 10 j ears
6 30 06
16822 16822
6 30 05
16822 16822
6 30 04
16822 16822
Median Awe Median rlge
Median age figures are from the census numbers which are done
every ten dears and reflect that half the population within Saco is
older than 372years of age and half the population is ounger
than 372dears of age
Personal Income per Capita Personal income in constant dollars
Population
This ratio divides the personal income forCity residents by the
Citspopulation which indicates the financial health of citizens
overtime
Property Value Change inProperty Value
Property Value prior Sear
This ratio divides the change in property value the recorded value of all
properties within the City from one yearto the neat bi the prior pears
property value in order to track ifproperties are gaining or losing value
overtime
6 30 06
372 372
6 30 05
372 372
6 30 04
372 372
6 30 06
44186374 2667
16822
6 30 05
44186374 2667
16822
6 30 04
44186374 2667
16822
6 30 06
32094320 2185
1468822600
6 30 05
332700 294
136489900
6 30 04
239122000 2665
8 897364900
Negative trend as property values have decreased from 2005 to 2006 This is due to a slowing economy for
new housing development within the area
Residential Development
6306
market value of new residential development 24968700 6754
iVlarket value of new total development 369683000
This ratio divides the total market value not the Citys recorded value which 6 30 05
is at less than 100 of market value of new residentialdevelopment in the 28469300 8123
City by the total market value of all new development to trackwhatpercent 349963492
residential development is of the total with an understanding that residential
development tends to drive city services costs higher 6 30 04
1634889 9186
8 17797569
Positive trend as residential development has decreased as apercentage of total development from 2005 to 2006
z6
Citizen SurveyInput Citizen ratings ofthe perceived importance ofFinances service delivery goals are
being gathered at this time As part ofthe overall city administration Finance rated fairly positively over
all in FY o5 and FY o4 by citizens surveyed with mean ratings of386 and373 on the scale of i to 5 where i
means very dissatisfied and 5 means very satisfied
Regardless ofthe indicators that show the Citys financial health is generally quite positive as reported in
GOAL 4 above citizens either do not hear this good news or do not equate sound financial management
with good news for citizens regarding the budget and use oftaxpayer dollars when asked to rate the
quality ofthe information you receive regarding the City budget and the use oftaxpayer dollars citizens
gave mean ratings of34 and355
i is s
i
o
is
s
I o Z
h
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c p m
N v I
The Citys
administration including 2004 28 58 245 39 193 85 373
the Administrator
Office Finance
Department and City 2005 23 48 185 433 220 93 386
ClerksOffice
2004 48 70 253 32 133 175 351
The CitysAssessing and
Valuations Office
2005 25 75 250 37 145 133 362
2004 28 65 130 39 36 23 402
The ease of doing
b i i t Citus ness n person a y
Hall
2005 18 43 158 33 400 50 411
The quality of the 2004 6 0 14 0 27 8 288 14 0 9 5 3 34information you receive 0
di th Cit b d tregar ng e y u ge
and the use of taxpayer 10 0
dollars 2005 45 0 248 320 180 108 355
The ease of voting in the 2004 05 20 90 338 478 70 436
City of Saco based on your
experience the last time
you voted in Saco 2005 15 25 83 268 558 53 40
a
Citizen lack of awareness of the cityspositive financial situation may continue to reflect the larger
communications issue discussed in prior years reports citizens continue to rate city communication
efforts see chart immediately below between neutral and somewhat satisfied This level ofre
sponse indicated there is room for improvement in the matter of communications with the public and
efforts such as a newsletter do not seem to have solved this concern
L N L N
3 a
a a a a o
a i Qa
i o N z
M
o i
v v v o
N
City 2004 45 100 268 403 118 68 348
programs
and services 2005 38 113 30 30 170 75 349
Local issues 2004 45 113 245 400 105 93 345
and public
involvement
opportunities 2005 35 113 305 325 138 85 346
Citizens surveyed rated their feelings about Saco property taxes relative to the city services you receive at
a mean response of just3oz in FY o5 and a9in FY o4 one ofthe lowest ratings for the City overall It also
maybe that citizens cannot separate concerns over property valuations and their property tax payments
from how well city revenues are used andor how well its resources are being financially managed
Thus a continuing theme in this report process is to encourage the City overall to both improve its commu
nications efforts including about the Finance Department successes and also to work on educating citi
zens about the value they are getting for their money
a8
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Independent AudtozsRepvrt
City Council
Cityof Saco Maine
CertiiedPublic AccounRants and Business Consultants
We have audited the accompanying financial statements of the governmental activities businesstyp
activities each major farad and the aggregate remaining fund information of the City of Sacorliaine as of
Tune 30 2Qt76 and far the year then ended which cvllectivciy comprise the Citys basic financial
statements as listed in the table of contents These basic furancial statements are the responsibility of the
City of Saco Maines management parresponsibility is to express opinions an these basic financial
statements based on our audit
We conducted our audit in accordance with auditing standards generally accepted in the United States of
Arnerica and the standards applicable to financial audits contained in Government Aculit Standards
issued by the Cvrnptroller Genera of theCnited States Those standards require that we plan and perform
the audit to obtain reasonable assurance about whether tlae financial statements aze free of material
misstatement An audit includes examining vn a test basis evidence srapparting the amounts and
disciosuxes in the financial statements An audit also includes assessing the accounting principles used
and significant estimates made by rrraetagement as well as evaluating the overall financial statement
presentation We believe that ottraudit provides a reasonable basis far ouropinions
In ouropinion the basic 1nancial statements referred to above present fairly in all material respects the
respective nancial position of the gavernnrerztat activities businesstyp activities each major fund and
the aggregate remaining fund inforrraatonof the City of Saco iVlaine as ofune 302016and respective
changes in fwancial position arrd cashfows where applicable thereofand the respective budgetary
comparison for the General Fund for the year then ended in conformity with accounting principles
generally accepted in the United States of America
In accordance with GovernmentAudilin Standnrcls we have also issued a report dated November 2
2Qt76 on ourconsideration of the City of Saco Maines internal control over financial reporting and our
tests of its compliance with certain previsions of laws regulations contracts and grant agreements and
other matters The purpose of that report is to describe the scope of our testing of internal contras over
fmaneial reporting and compliance and the results of that testing and not to provide an opinion on the
internal control over financial reporting or on cvnrpliance That report is an integral part of an audit
performed in accordance with GovernmentAuditing Standards and should be considered in assessing the
results of ouraudit
The Managements Iliscussion and Analysis as listed in the table of contents is nota required part of the
basic financial statements but is supplementary infarrraation required by accounturg principles generally
accepted in the United States of Arrterca We have applred certain limited proceclrucs whcla consisted
principally of inquiries of management regarding the methods of measuretrtent and presentation of the
rcrluired supplementary information However we did not audit rho inforzuation and express no npinion an
iC
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Qur audit was conducted for the pnrpose of forming opinions an the financial statements that collectively
camprise tha City of Saca Mainesbasic frnanciai statements Tfze introductory section combining and
individual fundfinancial statements and schedules and statistical cables are presenter for pnrpvses of
additional analysis and are not a zegraired pazt of the basic financial statements 7he cnrribining and
individual fund financial statements and schedules have been subjected to the aoditing procedures applied
in the audit of the basic financial statements and in ouropinion arc fairly stated in all material respects in
relation to the basic financial statezxrents taken as a whole Che intrcrductary section anal statistical tables
have notbeen subjected to the auditing procedures applied in the audit of the basic financial statements
and accvrdingly we express na opinion on there
I
Noenber2 2flOt5
5autlr Paztland Maine
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Audit for the Year Ending June 30 zoo6
Extracted Financial Statements
The following schedules have been extracted from the aoo6 financial statements ofthe City ofSaco
Maine Comprehensive Annual Financial Report for fiscal year ended June 30 zoo6 a complete copy
ofwhich is available for inspection at City Hall or online at wwwsacomaineorg The schedules in
cluded herein are
Statement i Statement ofNet Assets
Statement z Statement ofActivities
Statement 3 BalanceSheetGovernmental Funds
Statement 4 Statement ofRevenues Expenditures and Changes in Fund Balances
Statement 5 Reconciliation ofthe Statement of Revenues Expenditures and Changes in Fund
Balances ofGovernmental Funds to the Statement ofActivities
Statement 6 General Fund Statement ofRevenues Expenditures and Changes in Fund Balances
Budget and Actual
Statement Statement ofNet Assets Proprietary Fund
Statement 8 Statement ofRevenues Expenses and Changes in Fund Net Assets Proprietary Funds
Statement g Statement ofCash Flows Proprietary Funds
Statement io Statement ofFiduciary Net Assets Fiduciary Funds
Exhibit Ei Combining Balance Sheet AllOther Governmental Funds
Exhibit Ez Combining Statement of Revenues Expenditures and Changes in Fund Balances All
Other Governmental Funds
3
City of Saco Maine Statement 1
Statement of Net Assets
June 30 2006
Governmental
Activities
Businesstyp 2006
Activities Total
ASSETS
Cash and cash equivalents 583968 1638890 74785 9
Investments 2912725 2912725
Receivables
Accounts net of allowance of15000 2811432 661488 3472920
Taxes current 591312 591312
Taxes prior years 9527 95275
Tax liens 176205 176205
Notes net of allowance of7172 14287 14287
Inventories and other 39692 39692
Internal balance 342201 342201
Prepaid items 61271 61271
Tax acquired property 58359 58359
Depreciable capital assets net 1648796 4770353 2157549
Nondepreciable capital assets 38876940 1718292 40595232
Total assets 68173582 9131224 773048 6
LIABILITIES
Accounts payable and other current liabilities 13203 221942 1542265
Accrued liabilities 194972 16244 1965416
Taxes collected inadvance 23130 23130
Noncurrent liabilities
Due within one year 2783431 2783431
Due in more than one year 180102 180102
Total liabilities 240867 238186 2432462
NET ASSETS
Invested incapital assets netof related debt 37593942 3821145 4115087
Restricted for
Permanent fund principal 1813 3 1813 3
Other purposes 250625 250625
Unrestricted 6061556 5071893 1133449
Total net assets 44087506 893038 5298044
See accompanying Notes to Basic Financial Statements
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City of Saco Maine Statement 2
Statement of Activities
For theYear Ended June30 2006
Net Expense Revenue and Changes
Program Revenues in Net Assets
Operating Capital Primary Government
Charges for Grants and Grants and Governmental Businesstype 2006
FunctionsProgram Expenses Services Contributions Contributions Activities Activities Total
Primary government
Governmental activities
General Government 29398 7 87532 75639 5700 1930866 1930866
Public Safety 4844961 588360 105471 415130 415130
Public Works 3709977 5557 2 25560 2898965 2898965
Housing Programs 23001 248027 18017 18017
Culture and Recreation 67746 380264 297382 297382
Education 26993528 1262613 1282049 12910425 12910425
Unclassified 31027 7 31027 7 31027 7
Interest on Debt 756399 756399 756399
Capital Maintenance Programs 2040616 21826 2018790 2018790
Total governmental activities 45295681 3662821 13249627 334586 280486 7 28046 7
Businesstypeactivities
Waste Water Treatment Plant 1766445 2405869 639424 639424
Total businesstype activites 1766445 2405869 639424 639424
Total primarygovernment 47062126 606890 13249627 334586 280486 7 639424 2740923
A
O
Property taxes levied for general purposes 2380894 2380894
Motor Vehicle excise taxes 2904735 2904735
Franchise fees 215806 215806
Grants and contributions not restricted to specific programs
Homestead Exemption 325496 325496
Other State aid 4044 4044
City of Biddeford Tax Base Sharing 169527 169527
State Revenue Sharing 1454903 1454903
Unrestricted investment earnings 295164 45110 340274
Miscellaneous revenues 20705 4179 24884
Transfers 45924 45924
Totalgeneral revenues and transfers 29166923 409960 28756963
General revenues
Change in net assets 118276 229464 13477 0
Net assets beginning as restated 42969230 8663574 51632804
Net assets ending 44087506 893038 5298044
Seeaccompanying Notes to Basic Financial Statements
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City of Saco Maine Statement 3
Balance Sheet
Governmental Funds
June 30 2006
Mi ll Brook Saco Island Other 2006 Total
General Industrial TIF Governmental Governmental
Fund Park District Funds Funds
ASSETS
Cash and cash equivalents 502084 819605 583968
Investments 33767 72 25749 5
2 912724
Receivables net of allowance of 15000 72487 8000 8324 127834 2811432
Interfund receivables 508196 1700357
6781453
Loans receiv
14287
able 14287
Taxes and liens receivable 86279
862 792
Tax acquired property 58359 58359
Prepaid items 604242 8428 61271
Inventories and other 39692
39692
Total assets 1268924 8000 8396 6435579 19933099
LIABILITIES AND FUND BALANCES
Liabilities
Accounts payable 111755 107856 290 100422 13203
Accrued liabilities 1322471 47336
1369807
Taxes collected in advance 23130
23130
Interfund payables 3285819 18358 1092431 9102 8 7 12365
Deferred revenue 527860
527860
Total liabilities 6271035 19430 1 1092721 1057976 10364773
Fund bal
antes
Reserved for
272118
Encumbrances 272118
Prepaid items
15971
15971
Nonexpendable trust principal
1813 3
1813 3
Capital improvements
91207
91207
Inventory
1381
1381
Other purposes
250625
250625
Unreserved reported in
General Fund designated
294645
294645
General Fund undesignated
4779535
4779535
Special revenue funds
2133056
2133056
Capital project funds 1430 1 1084325 2397734 170368
Permanent funds
41324
41324
Total fund balances 6418089 1430 1 1084325 5377603 9568326
Total liabilities and fund balances 1268924 8000 8396 6435579
Amounts reported for governmental activities in the statement of net assets Statement 1 are different because See Note 4also
Capital assets used in governmental activities are not financial resources and therefore are not reported in the funds 55364136
More specifically nondepreciable depreciable capital assets as reported on Statement 1
Longterm liabilities including bonds payable are not due and payable in the current period and therefore are not reported
in the funds See Note 1 21372816
Noncurrent liabilities as reported on
Statement 1 20437694
Accrued liabilities compensated
absences as reported on State
ment 1 935122
21372816
Deferred revenues morespecifically deferred property taxes not reported on Statement 1 527860
Net assetsof governmental activities 44087506
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City of Saco Maine Statement 4
Statement of Revenues Expenditures and Changes in Fund Balances
Governmental Funds
For the Year Ended June 30 2006
Mill Brook Saco Island Other 2006 Total
General Industrial TIF Governmental Governmental
Fund Park District Funds Funds
REVENUES
Taxes 19618 619618
Licenses and permits 767988 767988
Intergovernmental 12937629 175921 14696750
Intergovernmental on behalf payments 1575420 1575420
Charges for services 921293 630556 1551849
Other revenues 399934 3770 680578 10842 2
Total revenues 42798382 3770 3070255 4587207
EXPENDITURES
Current
General government 1985467
Public safety 491147
Public works 3757464
Housing programs
Culture and recreation 638353
Education 228980
1985467
491147
3757464
23001 23001
638353
188065 247789 3
Maine State Retirement on behalf payments 1575420
Unclassified 301967
Intergovernmental
County tax 859723
1575420
63489 3082856
859723
Debt service
Principal 1387045 1387045
Interest and other charges 932670 932670
Capital improvements 1742378 1430 1 561644 943826 4390889
Total expenditures 43287842 1430 1 561644 3117490 481100 7
Excess deficiency of
revenues
over under expenditures 48960 1430 1 557874 47235 237610
OTHER FINANCING SOURCES USES
Capital lease proceeds 473000 473000
Bond proceeds 15000 15000
Transfers in 855249 416024 15681 1428089
Transfers out 597801 25000 3460 0 968841
Total other financing sources
uses 730448 391024 1310776 243248
Net change in fund balances 240988 1430 1 166850 1263541 194638
Fund balances deficitsbeginn ng 617701 917475 4114062 9373688
Fund balances deficitsending 6418089 1430 1 1084325 5377603 9568326
See accompanying Notes to Basic Financial Statements
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City of Saco Maine Statement 5
Reconciliation of the Statement of Revenues Expenditures
and Changes in Fund Balances of Governmental Funds
to the Statement of Activities
For the year ended June 30 2006
Net change in fund balances total governmental funds from Statement 4 194638
Amounts reported for governmental activities in the statement of
activities Statement 2 are different because see Note 1 also
Governmental funds report capital outlays as expenditures
However in the statement of activities the cost of those assets
is allocated over their estimated useful lives as depreciation
expense with the exception of infrastructure which is recorded
at historical cost and not depreciated as the Modified Approach is
being used More specifically this is the amount by which depreciation
exceeded capital outlays in the current period 3721
Statement 4 Capital Outlays 4390889
Statement 2 Capital Outlays 25136 6
Variance 18772 3
Less Depreciation 15051
To reconciliation 3721
Revenues in the statement of activities that do not provide
current financial resources are not reported as revenues in
the funds More specifically this amount represents the change in
deferred property taxes 82301
Bond proceeds provide current financial resources to
governmental funds but issuing debt increases longterm
liabilities in the statement of net assets Repayment of bond
principal is an expenditure in the governmental funds but the
repayment reduces longterm liabilities in the statement of net
assets More specifically this represents the net amount of principal
increases decreases in debt service made during the year 489016
New debt incurred 1973000
Retired debt 2462016
Net debt service 489016
Long term liabilities are not due and payable in the current period and
therefore are not reported in the funds More specifically this represents
the change in long term accrued compensated absences 19851
Change in net assets of governmental activities see Statement 2 118276
See accompanying Notes to Basic Financial Statements
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City of Saco Maine Statement 6
General Fund
Statement of Revenues Expenditures and Changes in Fund Balances Budget and Actual
For theyear ended June 30 2006
Variance with
Budgeted Amounts Final Budget
Actual
Original Final Amounts Positive negative
REVENUES
Taxes 2676122 2676122 2619618 80004
Licenses and permits 7770 2 7770 2 767988 9084
Intergovernmental 12727972 12727972 12937629 209657
Charges for services 89035 89035 921293 30943
Interest earnings 75000 75000 1504 5 75455
Other revenues 271950 271950 24947 22471
Total revenues 4101866 4101866 4122296 204496
EXPENDITURES
Current
General government 2091907 2091907 1985467 106440
Public safety 453806 453806 491147 46921
Public works 38875 2 38875 2 3757464 13018
Culture and recreation 6185 1 6185 1 638353 19842
Education 23420616 23420616 22838383 582233
County tax 859723 859723 859723
Unclassified 379444 379444 301967 360077
Debt service 260899 260899 23197 5 58816
Capital improvements 1568224 1568224 1269378 298846
Total expenditures 4262497 4262497 41178997 1445977
Excess deficiency of revenues over under
expenditures 16065 8 16065 8 43965 1650473
OTHER FINANCING SOURCES USES
Transfers in 396000 396000 855249 45924
Transfers out 58011 58011 597801 17691
Total other financing sources and uses 18410 18410 257448 441558
Net change in fund balances 1790618 1790618 301413 209231
Fund balances beginning 617701 617701 617701
Fund balances ending 43863 43863 6478514 209231
Net change infund balance for thegeneral fund inthe Statement of Revenues Expenditures and Changes in Fund Balances
Statement 4 is different because
Statement 4 is reported under the Modified Accrual basis of accounting and therefore includes
the change in accrual for theTeachers summer salaries amount of 60425
Ending Fund Balance Statement 4 6418089
See accompanying Notes to Basic Financial Statements
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City of Saco Maine Statement 7
Statement of Net Assets
Proprietary Fund
June 30 2006
Businesstyp activities
Enterprise Funds
Waste Water
Treatment Plant
ASSETS
Current assets
Cash and cash equivalents 1638890
Receivables 661488
Interfund receivables 342201
Total current assets 642579
Noncurrent assets
Depreciable capital assets
Vehicles 120689
Buildings 14775600
Equipment 274879
Less accumulated depreciation 12874215
Nondepreciable capital assets 718292
Total noncurrent assets 648845
Total assets 9131224
LIABILITIES
Current liabilities
Accounts payable 221942
Accrued liabilities 16244
Total current liabilities 238186
Total liabilities 238186
NET ASSETS
Invested in capital assets net of related debt 3821145
Unrestricted 5071893
Total net assets 893038
See accompanying Notes to Basic Financial Statements
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City of Saco Maine Statement 8
Statement of Revenues Expenses and Changes in Fund Net Assets
Proprietary Funds
For the year ended June 30 2006
Businesstyp
activities
Enterprise Funds
Waste Water
Treatment Plant
Operating revenues
Charges for services 2405869
Miscellaneous revenues 4179
Total operating revenues 2410048
Operating expenses
Personnel services 64580
Contractual services 17302
Utilities 167502
Repairs and maintenance 33685
Other supplies and expenses 2240 9
Depreciation 522447
Total operating expenses 1766445
Operating income loss 6430
Nonoperating revenues expenses
Interest revenues 45110
Total nonoperating revenue expenses 45110
Income before transfers 688713
Transfers out 45924
Total transfers out 45924
Change in net assets 229464
Total net assets beginning 8663574
Total net assets ending 893038
See accompanying Notes to Basic Financial Statements
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City of Saco Maine Statement 9
Statement of Cash Flows
Proprietary Funds
For the year ended June 30 2006
Businesstyp activities
Enterprise Funds
Waste Water
Treatment Plant
CASH FLOWS FROM OPERATING ACTIVITIES
Receipts from customers 1856592
Other receipts payments 4179
Payments to suppliers 4511 0
Payments to employees 663228
Internal activity payments from other funds 1848304
Net cash provided by operating activities 25946 7
CASH FLOWS FROM NONCAPITAL FINANCING ACTIVITIES
Transfers to other funds 45924
Net cash used in noncapital financing activities 45924
CASH FLOWS FROM CAPITAL AND RELATED FINANCING ACTIVITIES
Capital asset purchases 21418
Net cash used in capital and related financing activities 1418
CASH FLOWS FROM INVESTING ACTIVITIES
Interest on investments 45110
Net cash provided by investing activities 45110
Net increase in cash and cash equivalents 3977
Balances beginning of the year 159913
Balances end of the year 1638890
Reconciliation of operating income to net cash provided
used by operating activities
Operating income 6430
Adjustments to reconcile operating income to net cash provided
used in operating activities
Depreciation expense 522447
Change in net assets and liabilities
Receivables net 549277
Interfund receivables 1848304
Accounts and other payables 14768
Accrued liabilities 17548
Net cash provided by operating activities 25946 7
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City of Saco Maine Statement 10
Statement of Fiduciary Net Assets
Fiduciary Funds
June 30 2006
Agency
Fund
School Activity
Funds
ASSETS
Cash and cash equivalents 118739
Total assets 118739
LIABILITIES
Due to student groups 118739
Total liabilities 118739
See accompanying Notes to Basic Financial Statements
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Exhibit E1
CITY OF SACO MAINE
BALANCE SHEET NONMAJOR PERMANENT FUNDS
JUNE 30 2006
City of Saco
Permanent
Funds
ASSETS
Cash and Cash Equivalents
Investments
Accounts Receivable
TOTAL ASSETS
LIABILITIES AND FUND BALANCES
Fund Balance
Principal
Unexpended Income
Total fund balances
TOTAL LIABILITIES AND FUND BALANCES
5997
53410
700
594807
1813 3
41324
594807
594807
Exhibit E2
CITY OF SACO MAINE
STATEMENT OF REVENUES EXPENDITURES AND CHANGES IN FUND BALANCES
NONMAJOR PERMANENT FUNDS
FOR THE YEAR ENDED JUNE 30 2006
City of Saco
Permanent
Funds
REVENUES
Interest and dividends
Net increase in fair value of investments
Total revenues
EXPENDITURES
Administrative expenditures
Total expenditures
EXCESS OF REVENUES OVER EXPENDITURES
FUND BALANCE BEGINNING OF YEAR
FUND BALANCE END OF YEAR
2302
10609
33811
400
400
33411
561396
594807
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Outstanding Property Taxes ZoosOO6 as of May 8 Zook
ZoosOO6
NAME Map Lot
YASSER N ALSUDANY 101113000000
STEVEN BARTLETT 101081000000
LAWRENCE BEAM 013036020000
RICHARD W BEEDLE 061013001112
KATHY BERGERON 034093001000
ROBERT W BLOW 061013001243
BOSTON MAINE RAILROAD 031200000000
BOSTON MAINE RAILROAD 052084000000
BOSTON MAINE RAILROAD 037010000000
BOSTON MAINE RAILROAD 031173000000
BOSTON MAINE RAILROAD 031195000000
BOSTON MAINE RAILROAD 031106000000
BOSTON MAINE RAILROAD 031202000000
JAMES W BRACKLEY 064009001009
CHARLES A BRIGGS 013063000000
GORDON JR BROOKS 109003000000
DANIEL R BUDA 101001001000
JUDITH R CHALFIN 009002083000
ADAM G CHELATE 052114000000
THANH VAN CHU 123026000000
MELISSA CLARK 061013001117
RAYMOND CLOUTIER 052076000001
AUSTIN H COLMAN 116002000000
K C COMPSON 033111001000
RAYMOND L COTE 038178000000
IVAN J DAVIES 061013001186
TRAVIS DONAHUE 064009001017
TIMOTHY DUTCH 061013001198
DANIELLE W FEENEY 061013001048
LINDA FERLAND 033123000000
BARBARA FIGLIOLINI 002016001000
GOLDA FRANKEL 101038000000
MADELINE FRINSKO 061013001046
ANNE R GANNON 083006003000
STEVE T GIKAS 061013001150
MALCOLM GREENE 061013001216
JOHN GROVER 036005010000
PAUL R HALE 111013000000
JOHN C HALEY SR 107016000000
JASON M HULT 061 013001 1 02
CHRISTOPHER R JOHNSON 086004000000
Amount
Due
22911
76594
306299
58007
161054
13105
25244
34758
35911
29275
3018
2687
15169
6605
49612
74800
329577
482137
37298
69609
19655
84419
59689
192773
1436
59014
41388
93638
32557
21945
09689
13068
27996
19485
65093
41456
11884
80458
178324
22214
11469
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aoooo6
NAME Map Lot Amount Due
JVW HOTELS LLC 070002000000 795721
JOHN A LITWINETZ 004036001000 48159
EDITH M MACDONALD 089025000000 90904
DONALD H MACMASTER 023013000000 206677
JOHN V MAHANEY ASSOC 038038000000 27746
ROBERT C MANSUR 038182000000 313109
STEVEN A MCMANUS 032191000000 2336
ROBERT W MOODY JR 013036011000 89206
DANIEL NADEAU 039111000000 288854
ROBERT S NORTHROP 013038014000 402982
CATHERINE ONEIL 064009001002 2268
ROBERT ODENCRANTZ 061013001052 3419
JOSEPH M PALUMBO 091002004000 3872
JAMES D PECK 031153000000 2135
KEVIN R PETERSON 061013001178 26957
LAWRENCE R POULIN 089020000000 36716
HARRY C PRINCE JR 061013001253 4127
THOMAS J RI DLEY 023014000000 27331
JEANNE M ROBEY 026086000000 06193
RICHARD G SCOTT 061013001251 3456
JAMES M RICHARD L
SHEEHAN 031109000000 63119
BRIAN SMITH 107042001000 61391
JOHN SPARKS 061013001217 44122
LLOYD STETSON 093004009000 387370
NORMAN G THIBAULT 098060000000 141124
ROGER EUGENE TWEEDIE 125020000000 81400
MICHAEL WALLACE 061013001063 164
GEORGE W WANDELL JR 041007000000 466594
MARY A WATERHOUSE HEIRS 043018000000 16489
ELIZABETH WHITE 061013001133 48598
DONALD M WIGGIN 086028000000 14905
THOMAS J WILDES 064009001016 44479
GEORGE R WISEMAN II 088011001000 188892
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aoo4o
NAME Map Lot Amount Due
ROBERT W BLOW 061013001243 13206
AUSTIN H COLMAN 116002000000 15134
JOHN C HALEY SR 107016000000 14335
DONALD H
MACMASTER 023013000000 97359
ROBERT C MANSUR 038182000000 162394
ROBERT
ODENCRANTZ 061013001052 19590
JAMES D PECK 031153000000 6048
KEVIN R PETERSON 061013001178 10931
LLOYD STETSON 093004009000 238059
20012
NAME
SYLVESTER J MARY L
ROETS
MAP LOT AMOUNT DUE
054112000000 21882
Outstanding Personal Property Taxes as of Mav 8 aoo
aoo6 and Prior
NAME AMOUNT DUE
AMES MERCHANDISING CORP 296852
COASTAL CONSTRUCTION
LANDSCAPING 690113
CURRANSFOODS INC 31506
DETAILZ AUTO DETAILING 540
EWSOF MAINE 459661
JEB CONSTRUCTION SERVICES 44380
MAINE ROADS DRIVEWAYS 892
MARKETING EXPANSIONS 4325
MIKE PAUL FOUNDATIONS INC 931
NEW ENGLAND SHRIMP CO 42053
QUICKPRINT COLOR CENTER THE 64459
RENAISSANCE A SALON 150906
SACO SHOE HOSPITAL 10269
SHENANIGAN IRISH CAFE 25093
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Public Works Department
Mission Statement We will serve our citizens byproviding
and maintaining a safe clean and functional community
Michael Bolduc Director of Public Worlcs
mbolduc@sacomaineorg
zoa84664r
Scope of Operations
Maintained m center line road miles both plowing and road maintenance as needed
Maintained 40miles ofsidewalks repairs new construction and reconstruction as needed
Maintained iz4 traffic signals z66o sign posts 3566 signs and i35 guardrails in cooperation with
the Maine Department ofTransportation
Maintained i8oo feet of sewer televised and
Maintained a fleet of i3o Public Worlcvehicles not including small equipment such as pumps
Oversaw the collection ofapproximately 550o tons ofgarbage and the recyling of
approximately i73z tons of solid waste by outside contractors
Use of Resources
37 full time employees
Neighboring similar towns Biddeford and Scarborough employ 49 and3z in their Public Worlcs Depart
ments
Public Worlcs utilizediozz934 FY o59oz FY o4 ofthe FY o6 city services budget Here are two
other ways to consider this cost to citizens
Per capita cost to citizens in FY o6 ofz5o4 FYo5zz596 FYo41996z
For a home valued at i5ooo0 i9859 ofthe1944 property tax bill in FY o6 funded Public Worlcs
zzz6ofthez385 property tax bill in FY o5
The impact ofthe Public Worlcs mission and three service delivery goals heavily influence on the citys strate
gic goals ofInfrastructure Development and Maintenance and Meeting Environmental Challenges
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Department Service Delivery Goals and Performance Data
GOAL i To maintain city streets and roads to a high standard
Using the latest technology such as the mapping technologies Geographic Information Systems GIS
and Global Positioning Satellites GPS and the Maine Department ofTransportation Road Surface
Management System RSMS the Public Works Department has been able to create and keep upto
date an inventory and condition rating system ofall its roads and soon its sidewalks These tools help
the departmentprioritize projects and utilize resources more effectively
PERFORMANCE DATA To achieve a minimum satisfactory Pavement Condition Index rating ofo based
on the RSMS scale for 80of the citys total lane miles
Reads Classified 6y Condition
2006
Roads ratted at
7Io
hebw 7D
Roads ratted at
7D ora6ore
Io Roads ratted at
SD ora6ore
Roads ratted at
2003 9D ora6ore
0ifo 20b 40Ifo 60 0Ifo 10Q 120b
Percentage
Data from department records A GIS map of street by year paved appears as
Appendix A on page 8r
This year decline in road maintenance is due to the significant increase in asphalt costs such that it
costs more to do less Atflatfunding the city will likely see continued decreases in paving activity as
asphalt prices are not likely to decrease This issue is echoedfor the state roads in the city which in
clude 5 of the is miles rated at less than 80 for the same reason plus overall declines instate support
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GOAL z To reduce the annual vehicular maintenance cost by expanding and refining the preventative
maintenance programs and replacing vehicles according to a schedule devised from Government Ac
counting Standards Board GASB Statement 34
To support its maintenance programs the Public Worlcs Department has undertaken a series ofdetailed cost
analyses of the fleet ofvehicles maintained in order to best understand when and why vehicles need to be re
paired or replaced This includes graphing various dimensions such as vehicle types miles driven age costs to
maintain and comparing performance for the last two years in order to see trends and issues that would oth
erwise be difficult to track and identify
PERFORMANCE DATA A reduction in total and preventative maintenance costs per unit and classifica
bons per year
City ofSaco Average Annual Maintenance Cost per Vehicle
Yearly Ca mpansan
O
U
g
ss
g
2 700
2 p505
2003 2004 2005 2006
F Fiscal Yr
Figure r values have been adjusted to the aoo6 dollar value using a 4
percent inflation rate
Data from department records
All Jurisdictions
Mean 3675
Median 3180
Pop 1000 and Above
Mean 4085
Median 4359
Pop Under 1000
Mean 356
Median 2637
Figure 1 FY 2000 average expenditure
per vehicle obtained from ICMA Center
for Performance Measurement
September 2001 Report
As compared to adjusted data from ICMA International Cityounty Management Association Saco re
mains in the ballparkfor a city ofits size forwhat it spends onfleet maintenance Unfortunately given the
citys size a single catastrophic incident heavily influences the average which is what occurred in FYo6 If
the FYo3 dollars are adjusted using the Municipal Cost Index reported to be a is change since FYo3 Saco
is doing a bit betterper vehicle in FYo6 than in FY o3 Finally a new measure is being considered for FYo
tracking the percent of time a mechanic is on a specific job the intention would be to try to streamline proc
esses with a goal ofactual work being performed 80of the time
GOAL 3 To reduce the Citys dependence on traditional refuse disposal and develop alternative strategies
and programs to promote recycling reuse and source reduction of disposable materials
The Recycling Program the most visible example of the Public Worlcs Departments execution of the above
goal brought both automation and simplification into the system in order to streamline the process manage
costs and achieve the desired result of reduction in garbage that needed to be disposed of through
incineration
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PERFORMANCE DATA A reduction in household tonnage of solid waste and recycling annually
Data that follows this page and next for this measure is from departmental records
onth
004
Fibers
2004
2004
Containers
Recycling Tonnages
2005
2005 200s
Fibers Containers
006
Fibers
2006
2006
Containers aseYea
Residential Solid Waste
2004 2005
Tonnages
2005 Change
From Base
2006 Year
2006
Change from
Base Year
an 156 23 97 33 139 22 467 351 367 477 100 10
Feb 92 20 85 23 75 18 382 308 378 362 4 20
March 111 24 107 35 148 23 418 418 428 427 10 9
April 132 21 122 22 96 20 490 396 434 409 56 81
May 107 23 90 28 113 21 520 394 466 471 54 49
June 133 30 149 22 142 25 556 444 477 514 79 42
July 122 29 146 26 116 22 564 461 453 479 111 85
August 153 28 147 23 138 24 519 427 518 459 1 60
September 117 26 123 25 134 14 509 485 454 439 55 70
October 148 19 142 14 127 19 526 405 485 425 41 101
November 108 24 113 21 466 439 448 18
December 153 26 135 28 482 465 428 54
Total 1532 293 1466 300 1228 208 6898 4993 6336 4462 s62 488
FY Recycling Tonnage
160
140
1 20
v
100
rn
A
c
c
g0
O
60
40
0
Septemb Novemb Decemb
July August October Jan Feb March April May June
er er er
FY2004Fibers 129 125 124 12895 122 12941 156 9204 11067 13209 10662 1329
tFY2004 Containers 23 27 23 247 18 2601 23 196 2351 2075 2317 2952
FY2005 Fibers 12231 15288 1168 14769 10753 15295 9665 8465 1068 1219 8998 1487
FY2005 Containers 2904 2844 259 1874 2362 2639 331 2344 353 223 278 216
EFY2006 Fibers 14566 14708 12288 14153 11257 13503 13855 7533 14806 9558 11274 1419
tFY2006 Containers 2597 226 246 1388 2098 28 2209 179 231 201 2071 254
FY2007 Fibers 11561 13778 13422 12721
FY2007 Containers 2246 2437 1354 1942
Month
FY2004Fibers FY2004 Containe rs FY2005 Fibers FY200 5 Containers FY2006 Fib ers
tFY2006 Con tainers FY2007 Fibers FY2007 Containers
Recycling in FY o6 will be up slightly from FY o5 not significantly and municipal solid waste MSW will
be up considerably which is seen as resulting from overall residential growth Outreach on increasing
recycling for FY o6 focused on business and in FY o outreach will focus on apartment dwellers condo
minium residents and occupants ofsingle family homes
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MSW FY Tonnage
soo
550
500
450
m
400
F
350
I
300
250
200
July August Septem
be
October November December Jan Feb March April May June
t FY2003 5635 5189 5092 5258 46571 4828 41279 3439 3868 40184 40516 41688
t FY2004 446 460 421 43631 359 443 35123 3077 418 39623 39362 44417
FY2005 46065 42691 4856 40495 4386 46536 36663 37771 428 4336 46569 4765
FY2006 45283 51843 45356 4846 44801 42751 4772 3615 42697 40891 47136 5143
FY2007 47926 45881 4392 42451
t FY 20
Month
03 t FY2004 FY2005 FY2006 FY2007
Citizen SurveyInput Citizen ratings of the perceived importance of Public Works service delivery goal
are being gathered at this time Public Works rated positively for overall service delivery performance by
citizens surveyed with mean ratings of397 and 385 on a scale of i to 5 where i means very dissatisfied
and 5 means very satisfied
Overall Satisfaction Public Works Department
500
400
300
c
v
p 200
0
100
0 0
Very Somewhat Somewhat Very Dontknow
satisfied satisfied
Neutral
dissatisfied dissatisfied orNA
02004 258 403 245 40 25 30
X2005 32 403 178 48 25 25
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Ratings about specific aspects ofPublic Worlcs operations tended to be higher than that ofthe overall
rating for the department important exceptions remain in the areas ofmaintenance ofcity streets and
sidewalks
y s y s
3 d
G1 N y N
C Z
d
O N
d
N
Y
yy y
y y
N
M 0
The maintenance 2004 03 05 168 493 255 78 408
f Ci b ildio ty u ngs
and facilities 2005 05 30 135 453 315 63 411
The maintenance 2004 30 65 278 410 213 05 371
of City streets 2005 3 58 268 39 243 08 376
The maintenance 2004 25 93 233 400 225 25 373
of sidewalks in the
City 2005 25 73 208 408 255 3 382
The maintenance 2004 13 23 138 440 37 15 415
and preservation of
the character of
downtown Saco 2005 05 35 108 415 423 1 5 423
Snow plowing and 2004 13 45 170 413 345 15 405
removal on city
streets during the
2005 2 5 6 5 15 0 35 3 38 5 2 3 403
past 12 months
The overall 2004 03 20 115 478 385 0 422
cleanliness of City
streets and other
2005 05 08 108 478 395 08 426
public areas
The overall quality 2004 20 43 100 370 435 3 420
of trash collection
services 2005 13 40 95 283 54 25 434
The overall ease of 2004 25 35 83 325 478 5 426
using the City s
new recycling 2005 25 43 60 255 56 53 436
The overall quality 2004 1 0 20 158 280 233 300 401
f Cio ty wastewater
treatment 2005 05 13 90 30 278 31 42
J
Public Worlcs continues to strive for improvements in these two areas streets and sidewalks but as
noted there are serious budgetary challenges to street improvements due to asphalt prices and state
budget issues However progress is being made on the pending pavement rating system for sidewalks
which have now been inventoried and rated so the next step is to review and analyze the data
5
Parks Recreation
Department
Joe Hirsch Parlcs Recreation Director
jhirsch@sacomaineorg
o7g33r 9
Mission Statement The Parks RecreationDepartment is dedicated to providing and promot
ing active and passive recreation opportunities programs andfacilities to the citizens ofSaco
The Parks Recreation Department strives to provide safe and qualityfacilitiesfor the enjoy
ment of the citizens ofSaco be ita well maintained athletic facility or a small corner park with
benches to provide a quiet resting place or aflower bed to add color to a drab or dreary site We
strive to provide qualityprograms at affordable pricesfor all community members
is Harry S Truman said The right ofchildren to play and dance the right ofyouth to sportfor
sportsake the right ofmen and women to use leisure in the pursuit ofhappiness in their own
way are basic to ourAmerican heritage
Scope of Operations
Maintainsapproximately 3o acres ofpassive use parks including playgrounds picnic areas nature
trails and multiusesports fields
Maintainsapproximately o acres ofactive use recreation areas including ice skating ponds fitness
trails tennis courts baseball fields soccer fields and basketball courts some of which the City
owns Some privately owned facilities the city accesses for programming include Thornton Academy
fields track and tennis courts and Rotary Parlc in Biddeford for the summer teen program which is
run in conjunction with the Biddeford Parlcs Recreation Department program
The Parks Recreation Department on its own andor in collaboration with various civic and vol
unteer groups offered the following programs in FYo6
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The Parlcs Recreation Department rated fairly positively by citizens surveyed across the various dimen
sions of its service delivery performance examined with mean ratings ranging from 366 to438 on the
scale of i to 5 where i means very dissatisfied and 5 means very satisfied In many cases a large percent
of respondents are neutral neither satisfied nor dissatisfied with the department performance or dont
know how to rate the department likely indicators that there was room for improvement in most areas
Overall Quality of City Parks
40 0
300
N
C
v 200
a
O
100
0 0
Somew hat
Very satisfied
Somewhat VeryNeutral
Dont know or
satisfied dissatisfied dssalisfied NA
2004 230 38 213 480 18 105
2005 245 38 160 45 08 15
OverallQuality of City Recreation Programs and Facilities
40
30
C
20
a
K
o
10
0
Very satsfied
S omewhat
Naltral
Sonewhat Very Dmt know or
safisfied dssafisfed dssatsfied NA
2004 175 320 198 58 3 218
20D5 205 32 150 63 13 248
3 w
3 3 w w c c
w
w
y
c
p
f1
p
f1 R
I
R
r
I M I VI VI 0 d
N
The walking 2004 3 100 203 288 220 158 367
and biking trails
in the City 2 0 0 5 3 3 8 8 1 9 3 2 5 3 2 2 3 2 1 3 3 6 9
The availability 2004 28 70 21 5 293 160 235 364
of and access
to City
community 2005 20 73 170 248 150 340 366
centers
The 2 0 0 4 1 0 2 8 1 8 8 4 3 8 2 3 8 1 0 0 3 9 6
m ainte na nce of
City parks and
athletic facilities
2005 1 0 38 160 38 21 5 195 394
TheCitys 2004 30 73 150 305 145 298 366
youth and adult
recreation
2005 1 0 5 5 18 5 27 3 14 0 33 8 3 72
program s
Other City 2 0 0 4 1 3 2 3 8 8 3 3 0 4 9 0 5 8 4 3 4
community
e vents such a s
the Sidewalk
Art Fair and
2 0 0 5 0 5 1 5 9 5 2 9 5 4 7 8 1 1 3 4 3 8
Pum pkin Fest
The 2 0 0 4 2 3 6 5 1 6 8 2 8 0 1 8 3 2 8 3 3 7 5
reasonableness
o f f e e s charge d
for recreational 2005 08 3 150 273 223 315 398
program s
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Citizen response to performance ofthe Parlcs Recreation Department has been given careful
attention in the last two years This is due to the importance of citizen opinion in understanding
the performance of Parlcs Recreation which so clearly directly affects the Citys strategic goal of
Leisure Service Investment
The Parlcs Recreation Department also contributes to citizens experiences of the overall quality
of life in Saco While not a heavy consumer of financial resources Parlcs Recreation as a de
partment is responsible in part for what many citizens can do to pursue their quality of life
Therefore citizen surveys have heavily impacted budget choices and resource allocation in the
past two years This year the department budgeted for a bus which will allow them to take trips
in order to enhance programs such as field trips for summer camp Another example mentioned
in prior years the departmental operations have been consolidated into the renovated Amory
building This has allowed for expanded and improved operations departmentwid Almost im
mediately Parlcs Recreation was able to consolidate programs under one roof improving acces
sibility for citizens and expanding its offerings As well the development ofthe former landfill
into amultiuseopen space is another ongoing improvement for Parlcs Recreation and the City
The Parlcs Recreation Department is still undergoing major transformations now in order to
keep up with the growing and changing needs of citizens Future surveys should provide further
guidance to performance ofthis department and how well citizen preferences and needs are be
ing satisfied
For further information about the ongoing improvements plannedfor the ParksFRecreation Department
pls see Recreation Advisory Board Needs Assessment aoo4 and A Plan for the Parks zoos
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SPRING
TBall
Post Season Basketball Clinic
PreSeason Baseball Clinic
Vacation Camp Grades 18
After School Camp
Grades 123568
Horseback Riding
Intramurals
Dance Dodgeball Wiffleball Soccer
SUMMER
Darr Camp
Pre School
Pepperell
Memorial
Before Care After Care
Teen Outdoor Summer Bonanza
Teen Camp Companion program
Tennis
Gymnastics
Babysitting
AdultCPR
CPR First Aid
WomensSlow Pitch Softball
Senior Barbeque
Field Hocked Camp
FALL
Soccer
Pre School Soccer Kinder Soccer Grades
123456
Field Hockejr
Open Over 30 Adult MensBasketball
Over 40 MensBasketball
Open Walk Program
CoEdAdultVolleyball
Pre School Arts and Crafts
After School Camp
Grades 1235 68
Before School Camp
Grades 18
Before School Breakfast Program
Grades 18
Vacation Camps
FALL CONTINUED
Grades 18
British Soccer Camp
Intramurals
VollerballDodgeball Wiffleball
Soccer
Senior Thanksgiving Meal
Horseback Riding
SMS Halloween Dance
WINTER
Basketball Clinic
Basketball
Kinder Basketball
Grades 123456
Travel Basketball
Grades 5678912
Indoor Soccer School
Grades 123456
Recreational Cheerleading
Competitive Cheerleading
GyTmnastics
Gradesh238and Preschool
Tot Program
6 months 2yrs old
23years old
WomensLeague Volleball
CoedAdultVolleyball
Indoor Batting Pitching Catching
Intramurals
VollerballDodgeball Wiffleball
Soccer
Vacation Camps Grades18
After School Camp
Grades 123568
Before School Camp
Grades 18
Before School Breakfast Program
Grades 18
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Use of Resources
4 full time and 3 parttimeemployees in the Recreation area and 3 fulltime and aparttimeshared with
Public Worlcs employee in the Parlcs area Approximately 5o seasonal employees who run seasonal pro
grams and events or who serve as life guards Approximately ioo citizen volunteers assist in various pro
grams
Parlcs Recreation utilizedi88i45 FY o5i37 FY o4 ofthe FY o6 city services budget to operate
Here are two ways to consider this cost to citizens
Per capita cost to citizens in FY o6 of46i3FYo5X3517 FYo4X3037
For a home valued at X15000 3659 ofthe X1944 Property tax bill in FY o6 funded Parlcs Recrea
tion services 03458 of thez385 property tax bill in FY o5
this figure now includes employee benefits
The following is summarized data on various regional Parlcs Recreation offerings for comparison
Parlcs and Recreation Department
Census aooo and Program Data aoo6
City Name Population of Median of Advisory
2000Survey Households Household Recreation Policy Making
Income Programs or No
per Year Committee
Saco 16822 6773 45105 120 Advisory
Committee
Old Orchard 856 4289 36568 100 Advisory
Beach Committee
Kennebunk 10476 4211 50914 425 Policy Making
South Portland 23324 10042 42770 180 No Committee
Wells 9400 3995 46314 150 Advisory
Committee
Scarborough 16970 6471 56491 235 Advisory
Committee
The impact of the Parks Recreations Department mission and three service delivery goals influence on
the citys Leisure Services Investment strategic goal
Department Service Delivery Goals and Performance Data
GOAL 1 To provide programs that will meet the leisure needs ofthe citizens ofSaco
The Department focuses on offering a variety ofprograms to serve the various individual populations within the
community preschool youth teens adults and senior citizens
5
PERFORMANCE DATA To increase from year to year the variety ofprograms offered to the various
populations within the community preschoolyouth teens adults and senior citizens
Programs
Offered For 2003 2004 2005 2006
Pre 6 5 8 9
Youth 18 25 33 33
Teen 10 17 17 18
Adult 9 11 10 9
Seniors 0 1 4 3
TOTAL 43 59 72 72
does not include activities in the senior center
thistotal does notequal the rao programs discussed on the prior page which total includes various divisions
within each program such as for different grades levels shill levels or interest levels
The Parlcs Recreation Department is in the process of implementing a new software system which will
allow them to track the number ofparticipants in each program as well as what ward of the city they are
from in order to improve the appropriateness ofprograms offered based on this important demographic
information They hope to have this software on line during FYo
Datafrom department records
GOAL z To provide all programs in a financially sound and responsible manner The Parlcs Recrea
tion Department will continue to be guided bycostfservice principles with regard to our rates fees
and charges We are committed to continuous improvements in all programs and will provide value
to our participants
To keep the leisurepursuits ofSacos citizens withinfinancial reach ofall community members is a guiding
principle to the Parlcs Recreation Departmentsoperations
PERFORMANCE DATA A To maintain a fair and stable fee structure while keeping within 85 ofthe
local municipal market a fee that is greater by i5 than another community like fee is highlighted and
to add a number of scholarship funding from outside sources future goal
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City of Saco Program Comparison Costs for Surrounding Communities
Saco
05
Saco
06
Biddefoirl 06 Scaiorough 06 FICA
061Iember
Iennebunk
06
Last
Year
CunentFee Current Fee Current Fee Cut7entFee Current Fee
Programs
Summer Dav
Camp
55000
0
57500 567500 115000 5114500 556000
Weeklj 57500 58500 NA 517000 512500 NA
BeforeAfterCare 5900 NA 1000 BC NA NA NA
Before orAer Care 5500 NA 2000 AC NA NA NA
Extended Camp 57500
wk
57500mini NA 517000wk NA NA
Swimming 5300 NA 53500 NA 5300 56100
Summer Gtimnastics 5300 5300 NA NA NA 54500
Fall Soccer 53500 53500 53500 5405 NA 2500
PreSchool Program 52500 57500week
4daes
NA 5100OOweek 514000week 53500wk
das
Before School Care NA S1500 NA S 1500mo NA NA
After School Came 5500
wk
5500wk NA S 36500mo 550065 NA
Vacation Camp
NA
57500 52500das130 00week 5100 00518 00dajTeen
Camp 75 00575 0035 005185 00month 5125 00365 004wks Basketball
535 00S35 00535 00S45 00S55N A525 535TiavelBasketball
5 95
00S95
00535 00N AN A65 40Dep7
8TravelB all550 00555 00N AN AN Ahen
sBasketball 530 00X535 0052 00timeS2 00time A540 OOor52time
Cheerleading
530 0054 006wksN AN A 560 00Dep Game
Session 520 00N AIntramurals
N
AN AN AN ACo
edVolleyball520 00525 0052 00time 52 00time N AN ATennis
525 00530 005 35 00570 00session N A545 008wks Falk
JogFitness 20 00525 00FREE 560 00sessionN AN AT
Ball530 00535 00N AN AN AN AData
from chart reflects phone survey of other community departments Adding
scholarship fundingsfrom outside sources willenhance programsofferedbymalting them available to those
participants who cannot paythe fullfeeDonors willbe assured that their contributions are utilized by Parks
Recreation infull PERFORMANCE
DATABTo increase the percent ofrevenues from program fees in Parlcs Recreation budget
inorder to maintain and broaden program offerings59
FY Revenues Total Budget
Recreation
Budget
Estimated
Revenues of
Total P
R Budget
Revenues of
Recreation Budget
2001 7593000 35957800 X165400 2112 4591
2002 5837800 4083 70 18782100 1430 3108
2003 X7868400 X45661000 X210040 1723 3746
2004 8417600 X48575000 22344500 1733 376
2005 9961500 58514600 2691 700 1702 3701
2006 X1810658 X6128200 X28189800 2955 6423
2007 X225000 X71513100 X33014200 3146 6815
Projected FY07
Data from Finance audited reports
GOAL 3 To assure continued maintenance expansion and procurement ofParlcs Recreation facili
ties both active and passive
The Parlcs Recreation Department has to anticipate both new demand and continually evaluate
and refine its ongoing operations in order to meet Sacos needs as it continues to grow and change
PERFORMANCE DATA To provide safe clean and aesthetically pleasing facilities in order to
maintain andor meet the growing needs and demands ofthe community and increase the
number ofpassive and active facilities maintained by the Department and increase the use of
existing facilities
See nextpccgeforfcccilitie listings
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Facility Nayne Maintained Maintained Maitained Maintained
in 2003 in 2004 in 2005 in 2006
Franklin Street Communitj Center NO YES YES YES
80 Common Street Community Center YES YES YES YES
Open Door Senior Center YES YES Partially Partiall
School Street Maintenance Building YES YES YES YES
Front Street Parks Maintnenace Area YES YES YES YES
Pepperell Park YES YES YES YES
Front Street Boat Ramp YES YES YES YES
Riverfront Park YES YES YES YES
Cataract Substation Park YES YES YES YES
Jubilee Park YES YES YES YES
Hale Park YES YES YES YES
Eastman Park YES YES YES YES
Joe Rile Park YES YES YES YES
Diamond Riverside Park YES YES YES YES
Phmouth Recreation Area YES YES YES YES
Memorial Field YES YES YES YES
DerLibrar and Saco1Iuseum YES YES YES YES
Young School Recreation Area YES YES YES YES
Shadagee Woods Recreation Area YES YES YES YES
Ran Farms Recreation Area YES YES YES YES
Saco Middle School Recreation Area YES YES YES YES
Boothvb Park YES YES YES YES
Saco Landfill Recreatio Area YES 12ACRES YES 12ACRES YES 6 ACRES YES 8 ACRES
Hillview Heights Tot Lot YES YES YES YES
Thornton Academy Baseball and Softball field lining YES YES YES YES
Mowing all pump stations PDCitHall and DPW YES YES YES YES
Brookside II NO NO YES YES
The following standards of maintenance apply to Sacos municipal holdings of over ioz acres Allballfields
park areas and publicly owned lands are mowed at least once per week throughout the growing season ball
fields and other intensive use areas require more mowings as weather conditions dictate Trash is removed at
all sites no less than once per week with school grounds being checkedbiweekly and three times a week dur
ing summer day camp activities Parks staff is responsible for checlang safety of all play equipment when per
forming trash removal activities and summer day camp leaders check the playgrounds at their respective day
camps daily
Data from department records
Again as noted above the software being implemented now will allow the department to track the number of
uses of each facility in FYo
Data from department records
Citizen SurveyInput
Citizen ratings ofthe perceived importance ofthe Park Recreation departments three service delivery goals
are being gathered at this time
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Building Inspection Department
Mission Statement The mission of the Saco Code Enforcement
Department is to ensure the publicssafety through proper construc
tion oversight and throughfair and effective zoning compliance and
enforcement efforts This mission also providesfor the safe and legal
construction ofall new buildings and building renovations contin
ued compliance with occupancy and building regulations Zoning
regulation enforcement and all necessary administrative support
services
Richard Lambert Code Enforcement Officer
dlambert@sacomaineorgaoa846983
Scope ofOperations The Code Enforcement Department responsibilities in FYo6 include
Plan Review on all building permit applications and enforce local Building Code on approximately
60o building permits issued
Enforce State Plumbing Code on z35 internal plumbing installations and Subsurface Wastewater Dis
posal regulations on 4i new or replacement systems
Enforce National Electric Code on 508 electrical installations
Enforce the requirements of Site Plan Conditional Uses and subdivision approvals granted by the Saco
Planning Board
Inspect and issuei6 Certificates of Occupancy
Assist the Local Health Officer in the performance of his duties
Assist the City Attorney in preparation ofcourt action when necessary
Process and review all appeals made to the Zoning Board ofAppeals
Inspect over ioo food establishments
Enforce Floodplain Management Ordinance on all areas of special flood hazard and coordinate the
Community Rating System for flood plain management
Enforce Shoreland Performance standards mandated by state
Enforce provisions ofthe local Historical Preservation Ordinance
Assist the Department of Environmental Protection and the Saco River Corridor Commission in the
enforcement ofall applicable state regulations
Collect all impact fees established by ordinance or by the Planning Board
Oversee City Hall building maintenance and procurement ofrelated supplies
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Permit Activity
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Use of Resources
4 full time and aparttime em
ployee
Nearby town Biddeford employs 5full
time and oneparttimewhile nearby
town Scarborough employs 3full
time andaparttime in their Code
Enforcement Departments
The Code Enforcement Department utilizes 6848 in FYo550 in FY o4 ofthe FY o6 city ser
vices budget Here are two ways to consider this cost to citizens
Per capita cost to citizens in FY o6 ofi6o FY o5 no FYo4ii9
For a home valued at i5ooo0 i3z5 of the1944 Property tax bill in FY o6 funded code enforce
ment operationsn45 ofa385 property tax bill in FY o5
this figure now includes employee benefits
The impact ofthe Code Enforcement Departments mission and three servicedelivery goals heavily
influence on the citys Public Safety strategic goal as well as the strategic goal of Growth Management
Department Service Delivery Goals and Performance Data
GOAL 1To assure that lifesa ety complaints are investigated promptly and proper action is taken to
secure the health and safety ofthe public
PERFORMANCE DATA To initiate response to all complaints within lz hours of receipt of complaint
to conduct a physical inspection of each related situation with z4 hours of complaint and to take any
warranted action within 48 hours of receipt ofcomplaint
Conduct physical Take resolution
Initiate a response inspection of related action within
TargetsComplaint within 12 hours of situation within 24 48 hours of
initial complaint hours of complaint complaint
Average Response Time FY 04 5 hours Unknown Unknown
Average Response Time FY 05 4 hours Unknown 396 hours
Average Response Time FY 06 45 hours Unknown 18 hours
anecdotal
software system tracking information
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GOAL z To assure that contractors and homeowners receive prompt and accurate inspections
when requested
PERFORMANCE DATA To schedule inspections within i business day of request
FranRequest toirL5lchon
Tirr Targets itlain24hours Notes
FY04BuildingIuzirSeptic 100 95ofcaste tirr requested for irnpectiorrsrrt
FY04 Ilectric 100withinZ hours ofrequest
FY05 241s 965ofcases time requested forirLSlctionwas rret
FY06 100ithin8lrsofrequest
software55stenriadginfomxrion
GOAL 3 To maintain a high degree ofprofessionalism within the department by achieving Ad
vanced Certification in all areas ofCode Enforcement as conferred by the State ofMaine Planning
OfficesCode Enforcement Officer Training and Certification Program
PERFORMANCE DATA
For FY o6 all fulltime Code Enforcement Officers have achieved Advanced Certification
One officer has obtained International Code Council Certification in Housing Inspection
The Department achieved a rating by the Insurance Services Office ISO of4 for both commer
cial and residential construction code enforcement and an 8 for Floodplain Management Com
munities are rated from i to io i being the highest No community within the State of Maine
currently is rated higher than a 4 for construction code enforcement
Data from department records
Citizen SurveyInput
Citizen ratings of the perceived importance of the Code departments three service delivery goals are
being gathered at this time
The Code Enforcement Department rated positively in FY o5 for aspects of its service delivery per
formance by citizens surveyed with mean ratings ranging from 349 to 36 on the scale of i to 5
where i means very dissatisfied and 5 means very satisfied similar to FY o4 ratings Large seg
ments ofthe total responses are in the dontknow categories Given the general nature of the Code
Enforcement Departments work this trend makes sense as many citizens will have had no reason to
directly interact with Code Enforcement and so have no reason to have formed an opinion
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The overall 2004 28 50 205 268 138 31 364
enforcementof
City codes and
ordinances
including the
Building 2005 3 75 153 283 148 310 363
Inspection
Department
The quality of 2004 25 30 198 288 160 300 375
new
construction in
the City 2005 25 93 170 31 8 188 208 369
The timeliness 2004 18 43 180 265 143 35 373
and ease of the
Citys permitting
process 2005 23 80 188 225 103 38 349
The 2004 28 53 193 208 145 375 362
enforcementof
sign regulations 2005 25 48 195 223 110 400 358
The
enforcementof 2004 23 45 203 370 150 210 373
codes designed
to protect public
health and 2005 10 35 200 255 148 35 376
safety
The drop in rating of timeliness and ease ofthe Citys permitting process from FY o4 to FY o5 was one
of the few areas ofsatisfaction citywide that did drop Given the increase in departmental staff over last
year attention to this area of operations has been made in an attempt to bring the rating back up
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Fire Department
Mission Statement The Saco Fire Department through its highly
trained and dedicated employees strives to deliver the highest
qualityfire protection and emergency medical services in the most
cost effective manner through qualityfireprevention suppression
and emergency medical services delivery with the utmost regard
for the safety of its citizens visitors and employees
Alden Murphy Fire Chief
amurphy @ sacomaineorg
ao8a3x44
Scope ofoperations
Responded to2375 calls for service down from prior years as Saco no longer responds to as many
Town ofOld Orchard Beach calls
Inspected approximately an local businesses
Inspected ioo new occupancies
Provided fire education to about 955 students in gradesI5
Did not track contacts in the public education and prevention bureau this year
Central Station crew is comprised of career firefighters supported with a paid on call department
North Saco substation cover outlaying parts ofthe city is staffed by paid volunteer firefighters radio
dispatched from their residences
Bayview Station staffed with students from a local community college who participate in a livein train
ingprogram to be fire fighters
According to data gathered from the National Fire Protection Association a City ofSacos size can be ex
pected to operate just overz stations Ammons p i49 Given the seasonal increase in population in the
Camp Ellis and other tourist areas and the37square mile area that thefire department has to cover Saco
has found that operating 3 stations is the only effective way to keep response time at an acceptable level
The substations provide initialfire and basic emergency medical response to their outlying districts with a
fullfire assignment orAdvanced Medical response simultaneously being dispatched from Central Station
Ammons DN aoor Municipal Benchmarks Assessing Local Performance and Establishing Community Stan
dards
and ed Sage Publications
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Use of Resources
36 fulltime employees divided into 4 crews that work z4 hour shifts of 8 per shift including z shift offi
cers with 3 command officers that work daily Monday through Friday 4o trained and paid on call fire
fighters including the 41iveinstudents
The Fire Department utilized59i46 FY o55iz FYo4 ofthe FY o6 city services budget Here
are two ways to consider this cost to citizens
Per capita cost to citizens in FY o6 of14495 o51z73zFYo411343
For a home valued at X15000 n496 of the1944 Property bill in FY o6 funded fire department
services io637 ofthe z385 property tax bill in FYo5
this figure now includes employee benefits
A budget comparison to the neighboring town ofsimilar size and demographics but employing more
career and fewer on call members follows
A neighboring twin city of similar demographics Biddeford employees more career firefighters with
fewer volunteers Both cities provide and receive automatic mutual aid when necessary
Fire D epartm ent Budget Comparison
Biddeford Saco
Personnel 283468 1683435
Operating 316903 220542
TOTAL 151587 190377
The impact ofthe fire department mission and three service delivery goals heavily influence the citys
strategic goal ofensuring public safety
Department Service Delivery Goals and Performance Data
GOAL 1 To ensure that the initial fire and emergency medical services units arrive on scene with ade
quate staffing to safely and effectively begin immediate emergency scene operations while the emer
gency is still at a manageable stage
The fundamental assumption is that a speedy response will increase the likelihood offire containment
survival of an accident victim etc The goal is the initial district engine will begin suppression or provide
basic life support within 4 minutes of leaving the station
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PERFORMANCE DATA Percentage ofincidents where the initial apparatus arrives on the scene within
5 minutes i minute for turnout time and 4 minutes for actual travel time from the time it is dispatched
from the station or is dispatched from a remote location with a goal of65 The original goal ofgo
has been recognized as unrealistic as the city is not able to build a new station for quicker access to its
outlying regions and calls to those far flung areas will always bring the total times down
AllEmergency Responses Dispatch to Arrival on Scene includes i minute turnout time Overall re
sponsedata based on Fire Department dispatch information
Date
FY 04
FY 05
FY 06
Average
FY 06 Goal
05minutes
6200
6305
6410
6305
6500
59minutes
2450
2430
2410
2430
2750
913 minutes
890
935
910
912
750
13 minutes
460
30
270
353
00
RESCUE Dispatch to Arrival on Scene includes i minutes turnout time Fire department Rescue re
sponsedata based on Fire Department Dispatch Information
Date
FY 04
FY 05
FY 06
Average
FY 06 Goal
05minutes
556
652
6420
6170
6500
59minutes
3095
255
2410
2687
2750
913 minutes
90
725
910
875
750
13 minutes
350
190
260
267
00
FIREDispatch to Arrival on Scene Fire Department Suppression response data based on Fire De
partmentDispatch Information Does not includenonemerge cy department details
Date 05 minutes 59 minutes 913 minutes 13 minutes
FY 04 6385 2215 865 535
FY 05 6105 2305 115 475
FY O6 6520 2100 90 390
Average 6337 2207 90 467
FY 06 Goal 6500 2750 750 00
Fire suppression response time brought the combined response time below goal The primary cause of
the slower response was due to Main Street reconstruction efforts which are now complete and so
should yield some improvements in future response times when completed
Next Steps The Fire Department expects to see improved response times now that Main St reconstruction is com
pleted and now that traffic light preemption is underway allowing fire apparatus to automatically change traffic
lights to their favor in order to facilitate continuous response However the department has found that its tracking
software can be problematic and needs to ensure in the future that its data reporting is consistent and reliable
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GOAL z To provide employees training in accordance with state and national standards
The Saco Fire Department has chosen to maintain a professional staff in its strategy for delivering emer
gency services which means training is key
PERFORMANCE DATA
A Allnew career and volunteer firefighters obtain state certification as Firefighter z FFa
Beginning in July zoos all new department members both career and call are required to attain a State Certi
fication but Firefighter i FFi has since been eliminated by the state as a category Some career members
have not advanced to FFz yet but we continue to support all department members in their attainment ofFFz
State FFI State FF2 Hazmat Operations State Instructor
FY04 FY 05 FY 06 FY 04 FY 05 FY 06 FY 04 FY 05 FY 06 FY 04 FY 05 FY06
Division
Career 63 56 18 23 28 40 100 100 97 12 12 17
Call Department 46 43 38 1 1 18 27 27 74 1 1 17
The careerfirefighters without FFi orFFz are all zo plus year department veterans
B All career firefighters maintain and all call department members are encouraged to attain and maintain
emergency medical licenses
EMT Basic EMT Intermediate EMT Paramedic
FY 04 FY 05 FY 06 FY 04 FY 05 FY 06 FY 04 FY 05 FY 06
Division
Career 33 33 32 26 26 24 41 41 43
Call Department 19 19 20 14 14 1 0 0 1
Currently iooof the career force has obtained someform of an emergency medical license
C The department as a whole complies with new requirements for firefighter and emergency medical ser
vices safely incorporating new technologies and methodologies Saco Fire Department meets all new state
mandates and strives to train all members in new technologies
InFY o4 we qualified all career and many call department members in low angle rope rescue and firefighter
self rescue In FYos we acquired afully equipped rope rescue vehicle with ice rescue capabilities and began
training on this new equipment In FYo6 48 department members were certified in Rapid Intervention and 38
members attended an AVOC ambulance vehicle operations course
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GOAL 3 To reduce loss oflife and property through code compliance for buildings under construc
tion fire safety inspections for existing buildings and public fire education specifically targeting na
tionally recognized age groups of the young and elderly
PERFORMANCE DATA Annually increase the number ofpeople within the city affected by code
compliance fire inspections and public education programs
Public Education
OccupancX Business Prevention Bureau
Training Inspection Inspections Contacts
FY 04 1315 25 250 N A
FY 05 800 30 230 1100
FY 06 955 100 211 N A
Citizen InputSurvey Citizen ratings ofthe perceived importance ofthe Fire Departments three service
delivery goals are being gathered at this time
The Fire Department both fire and EMS rated strongly positive for service delivery performance by
itizens surveyed with a mean rating of4gin both FY o5 and FY o4 on a scale of i to 5 where i means
very dissatisfied and 5 mean very satisfied
Overall Quality of Fire Amulance Services
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aoo
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Planning and Economic
Development
Peter Morelli Development Director
pmorelli@sacomaine org
zoo a8a3487
Robert Hamblen City Planner
rhamblen@sacomaine org
ao z8z3487
Mission StatementMission StatementAssuring high quality and more sustainable
development in Saco
Scope of Operations
Processing an average ofiozconditional use permits annually to consider special uses that are not
allowed as a matter ofright within a zoning district
Processing an average of i5 site plan applications annually for multiple family developments and
commercial and industrial developments
Processing ioao subdivision reviews annually and managing construction monitoring and street ac
ceptance
Ongoing workwith various organizations for improvements to downtown Saco
Ongoing workwith private regional and state entities on development offormer mill complexes
and individual mill sites as well as new industrial and business parks and other commercial enter
prises
Working on planning issues within the city organization to achieve city goals such as with Parks
Recreation and outside professionals on planning and development ofthe Landfill Reuse Plan and
other open space opportunities
Working on long range goals and planning issues with the City Council the Planning Board and the
Economic Development Commission and developing long range plans such as the Comprehensive
Plan and the Downtown Plan
Identifying and applying for appropriate grants for funding ofall levels of projects ongoing within
the city
Administering the historic preservation ordinance
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Use of Resources
3 full time employees
Neighboring towns ofsimilar size Biddeford and Scarborough employ 4 and 5 respectively in their Plan
ningand Development Departments
Planning and Development utilized 73 58 FY o5 54 FY o4 ofthe FY o6 city services budget
Here are two other ways to consider this cost to citizens
Per capita cost to citizens in FY o6 ofi88 FYo5i4 FYo4ii9i
For a home valued at i5ooo0 i48 of thei944 property tax bill in FY o6 funded the Planning
and Development department i384 ofthez385 property tax bill in FY o5
this figure now includes employee benefits
The impact of the Planning and Department mission and three service delivery goals heavily
influence the citysstrategic goal of Growth Management
Department Service Delivery Goals and Performance Data
GOAL i To assure that all applications submitted to the Planning and Development Department
are processed in a timely and thorough fashion with assistance provided as needed to applicants
such that a fair and complete hearing is possible in a reasonable time frame
The Department focuses on timely responses and ensuring compliance in order to meet the demandsfor
growth within the City
PERFORMANCE DATA
A Upon receipt ofa conditional use application Planning Board review will be scheduled within
3o days for at least 95 ofall such applications
anecdotal
Conditional Use Requiring Review scheduled Regtur7ng Review scheduled
Applications Planning Board within 30 days staff review and approved within
Year Received Review Target of95 onl 30 days Target of95
2004 NA NA 90 NA NA
2005 13 4 100 9 100
2006 10 5 100 5 100
Data from department records
7z
B Upon receipt ofa site plan application Planning Board review will be scheduled within 45 days
for at least 95 ofall such applications
Site Plan Requiring ReviewsdchillRecdurirg Reviewsdch le
Reviewrpplications IlarrntBoEUrl within 45 staff review arxiapprovalwithin
Year Recav Review Target of95 only 45class Targetof95
2004 NA Nr 9P NA NA
2005 12 8 100 4 10p
2006 11 9 100 2 10CP
anecdotal
Data from department records
GOAL z Department will complete one major plan each calendar year except for ayear im
mediately following the completion of the Comprehensive Plan
PERFORMANCE DATA
Plan 2000 2002 2004 2005 2006
Comprehensive Plan X
RegionalBeach Ianagement Plan X
Saco Spirit for Business Recomm endation X
Biccle Pedestrian Plan X
Rte 112 Study X
Main Street Access Stud X
York CountvEconomic DevelopmentPlan Update X
D owntown Zarket Study X
PACTS Destination Tomorrow Update X
Data from departmental records
GOAL 3 Department will complete at least one major substantive set ofordinance revisions each cal
endar year
PERFORMANCE DATA
Ordinance 2000 2001 2002 2003 2004 2005 2006
Cluster Housing X
Etensi Comprehensive Plan Amendments X X
Cell Towers X
Recreation Open Space Impact Fees X
Private Roads X
Extensive Housekeeping Amendments X
N et Density Signs X
Design Standards X
Sign Standards X
Stormwater Standards X
Data from department records
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Citizen SurveyInput Citizen ratings ofthe perceived importance ofthe Planning and Development de
partments three service delivery goals are being gathered at this time The Planning and Development De
partment rated between neutral and somewhat satisfied for its overall service delivery performance by
citizens surveyed on the scale of i to 5 where i means very dissatisfied and 5 means very satisfied zz8
of respondents were neutral while z responded they dontknow that is they had no opinion Both
of these response categories combined influenced the final rating lower
i w
R R
N N
3
C N
Y
C C
Q
Q
i V1 y y O
N
The Citys
2004 3 68 223 293 113 273 353
Planning and
Economic
Development 2005 30 90 228 273 110 270 347
Department
The
2004 3 8 6 8 21 3 23 8 8 0 36 5 340
timeliness of
the Citys
response on
planning
matters 2005 30 90 220 193 85 38 34
related to
new
construction
In bothyears rating about the specific aspect of timeliness on planning matters related to new construc
tion above also were between neutral and somewhat satisfied Again the dontknow and
neutral responses both bring down the final ratings Ratings ofthe citysplanning for growth below
wereamong the lowest ratings for any area of service delivery In this case the large percents in the
average and poor categories ofresponse bring the mean rating down
zoos zoos
5 Excellent 95 68
4 Good 265 298
3 Average 398 380
2 Poor 138 130
1 Very poor 3 60
Dontknow 73 65
Very Somewhat satisfied combined 360 366
Very Somewhat dissatisfied combined 17 190
Mean Response 1 to 5 327 320
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Finally when rating the level of growth in Saco in both years 44 ofrespondents thought it was too
much and a narrow majority thought it was about right or too little
Level of G rowth in Saco
500
400
ai
300
0
N
200
O
0
10
0 0
Too little About right Too much Dontknow
2004 50 480 443 28
X2005 68 458 440 35
As noted in past reports these departmental ratings seem to reflect possible dissatisfaction but also likely
reflect lack ofawareness about departmental performance as so many respondents did not know how to
rate the actual department coupled with ongoing citizen concernwith Sacos rapid growth including
planning for growth
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City Clerk and General Assistance
Michele Hughes Deputy City Clerlc Lucette Pellerin City Clerlc
General Assistance Director
lpellerin@sacomaineorg
Mhughes@sacomaineorgzoo z8z8zo6 zo844 31
Mission Statement The office of the City Clerk will strive to deliver the
highest level ofprofessionalism and customer service to the residents of
Saco We will through dedicated employees continue to be stewards of
Municipal records providing reasonable access to said records conduct
elections enabling our residents to exercise their Constitutional rights
and provide financial assistance to indigent
people from ourcommunity
Scope ofOperations
Maintains all municipal records including Vital Statistics births marriages and deaths those relating to
State of Maine requirements hunting and fishing licenses dog licenses and those relating to City of
Saco requirements business licenses Camp Ellis permits permits for miscellaneous vendors moorings
taxi drivers and taxi businesses and victualers
Maintains records ofAnnual Reports and City Council Meeting minutes
Maintains permanent records ofthe City such as the easements it holds titles to City owned vehicles
contracts the City has with vendors etc
Oversees all Voter Registration efforts and all elections for the City
Responsible for administering the General Assistance Office which provides assistance to community
members requiring financial aid from the City
Use of Resources
a full time employees zparttimeemployees Voter Registration and approximately 45 paid temporary
helpers to man polls during elections
Comparison to City Clerk departments in neighboring towns ofsimilar size and overall budget Biddeford has 6 FT em
ployees whileScarborough has as FT plus 3 PT employees
City Clerks Office utilized 53 44 FY o5 48 in FYo4 ofthe FY o6 city services budget Here are two
other ways to consider this cost to citizens
Per capita cost to citizens in FY o6 ofi3oo FYo5io9oFYo4io65
For a home valued at i5ooo0 io3i of the1944 Property bill in FY o6 funded Clerks office io49 of
thez385 property tax bill in FYo5
this figure now includes employee benefits
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The impact ofthe City Clerks mission and three service delivery goals modestly influences the citys
Technological Innovation and Implementation strategic goal
Department Service Delivery Goals and Performance Data
GOAL i To assure that the Vital Records as well as permanent records in our care meet State Re
quired mandates in order to preserve the history for future generations
As mandated by State law archived records must be refurbished as needed in order to preserve
them The condition and age of the books where statistics are recorded determines the restoration
process Records date back to 1796 so there are numerous volumes ofrecords where the ink and
paper as well as the bindings are seriously deteriorated and many cannot be scanned electronically
in order to archive them One book of such recorded statistics costs aboutzooo to be permanently
restored and about 4 months for an outside vendor to accomplish Thus this process is both costly
and time consuming
PERFORMANCE DATA To track the number ofVital Records volumes successfully restored and to
track those records captured electronically annually and those records captured electronically
through the scanning process with a final goal ofioo
Since aooi all records have been electronically captured as well as permanently archived
There are 6o volumes ofold books 38 ofwhich are in good physical condition Of the zz
remaining that require work i6 up from i5 in FY o5 and is in FY o4 have been restored in
the last i3 years So ofthese oldest volumes 73 have been restored
PERFORMANCE DATA Tracking the time from when a qualified applicant enters the gen
eral assistance system to when their application is processed with a goal ofwithin a4
hours
Clients Clients
Seen Qualified
FY o4 ioo 79 79 oftotal
FY o5 io9 85 78 oftotal
FY o6 izi io6 88 of total
All qualifying candidates were provided assistance within z4 hours
GOAL z To provide financial assistance to all people who apply for and are determined eligible for
the assistance The General Assistance Office will give referrals to other organizations that may
also be able to provide financial assistance or services
The General Assistance Office has regular hours on Tuesdays and Thursdays and offers emergency hours
as needed on Mondays Wednesdays andFridays for those seekingfinancial assistance
Data from records maintained for the State of Maine
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GOAL 3 To conduct elections in a manner that will enable our residents to exercise their Con
stitutional rights in a timely manner avoiding parking issues ensuring child safety and
eliminating long lines at the polls
The City Cleric coordinates with the School Department as a majority ofall votingplaces are in local
schools
PERFORMANCE DATA Traclang the number ofcalls of issues to resolve that City Clerk receives
during each election
zoos 3 complaints were received and one major issue concerning polling place parking had to be
resolved during the election
zooz 3 complaints were received concerning the publishing of a City Council endorsement ofa
bond issue on the ballot No major issues had to be resolved during the election
zoo3 z complaints were received concerning a candidate on the ballot handing out flyers within
a5o feet of a polling place in violation of State law No major issues had to be resolved during the
election
zoo4 z complaints were received about a political group at a polling place No major issues
had to be resolved during the election
zoos o complaints were received
zoo6 i missing absentee ballot issue had to be resolved
Data from anecdotal records of complaints kept by City Clerk
Next Steps
The City Cleric still plans to implement a system using laptops to resolve problems during elections
whereby registrars could access the complete permanent voter registration records at City Hall and
not solely rely on paper reports at each individual voting place The laptop system would cut down
on the high volume of calls the City Clerics office fields during elections regarding voter registra
tion issues and improve the voting process but it has yet to be prioritized for funding
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Citizen InputSurvey
Citizen ratings of the perceived importance of the Cleric departments three service delivery goals are being
gathered at this time Citizens rated the elections process very positively in FY o5 over 80of respondents
were very satisfied 558or somewhat satisfied z68only 83were neutral and just40were
very dissatisfiedi5 or somewhat dissatisfiedz553ofthe citizens surveyed had no opinion
which makes sense in that a percent ofthe eligible population does not vote in this zoos survey zz8of
citizens surveyed reported they did not vote in the last election No meaningful change from FY o4 results
Very dissatisfied
Somew hat dissatisfied
Neutral
0
Dontknow 15 83
53
Very satisfied Somew hat satisfied
558 268
Very dissatisfied Somew hat dissatisfied Neutral Somew hat satisfied Very satisfied Dontknow
For FY o5 733of citizens surveyed responding that they are somewhat satisfied 33 or very satis
fied 400with the ease of doing business in person at City Hall Slight improvement over FY o4 sur
vey results
Mean Ratings forCityManagement
TheCitysadministrafion
The Citys Assessingand
Valuations Office
The ease ofdoing business
in person at City Ha II
The qua lity of the
infamatan you receive
rega rdi ng the City budget
the use of taxpayer dollars
The ease of voting in the
Cily of Saco basedon the
lasttime you voted in Saco
Mean Rating
2005 p2004
Citizen rating ofthe Administrators
Office Finance Department and City
ClerksOffice combined were fairly
positive with a mean rating of386 in
FY o5 up from 373 in FY o4 on the
scale of i to 5 where i means very
dissatisfied and 5 means very satis
fied However a large percent of
respondents i85still are
neutral neither satisfied nor dis
satisfied with the overall perform
ance ofCity Administration and an
other93dontknow how to rate
their satisfaction level This seems to
indicate citizens felt there is room
for improvement
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Police Department
Brad Paul Police Chief
bpaul@sacomaineorg
aoz8a8ar4
Mission Statement With dedication pride and commitment
we serve in partnership with our citizens to provide a safer
healthier and peaceful environment
Scope of Operations
Responded to z457o calls for service in FY o6 including both traffic stops about 35 oftotal calls and
responses to incidents such as robberies assaults burglaries thefts and vehicle thefts about 65 of
total calls Aside from traffic stops the majority ofthe calls for police service involve theft and assault
including domestic violence incidents
Use of Resources
33 full time sworn officers plus a full time regional drug enforcement position whose work is primarily
outside ofthe city 3 support staff and g dispatchers
According to data gathered from the US Department of Justice a New England city ofSacos size can be
expected to have a total Police Department staff of about 37 Ammons p 300 not including Dispatch per
sonnel
Law Enforcement Staffing Levels in US Cities 1998
Full time law enforcement employees and officers periooo inhabitants by population cluster
All cities ioooaaAAa
Region Employees Officers Employees Officers
All cities 31 a4 z4 i9
Northeast 35 z8 zi i8
New England z z z i9
Saco zi4 i96
FY o6
Does not include Dispatch as comparative data does not
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The z4 Patrol Officers handled approximately1068 calls each in FY o6loz4 in FYo5 The Police De
partment utilized795606 FY o5634 FY o4 ofthe city services budget Here are two ways to
consider this cost to citizens
Per capita cost to citizens in FY o6 of i9488 FYo5i4673 FYo4i4o35
For a home valued at X15000 15456 of the X1944 Property bill in FY o6 funded the Police Depart
ment 014453 ofthez385 property tax bill in FYo5
this figure now includes employee benefits
The impact ofthe Police Departments mission and three service delivery goals heavily influence on the
citys strategic goal ofensuring Public Safety
Department Service Delivery Goals and Performance Data
GOAL 1 To make our community safer by increasing compliance with posted speed limits through the
thoughtful and creative allocation ofsufficient resources
The majority ofpolice calls involve traffic stops thus the department intends to address this issue with a
specific program geared toreeducating drivers to obey speed limits through deterrence including before
andfter assessments conducted with the aid of an automated traffic recorder to accurately tabulate traffic
speed andpeals usage times
PERFORMANCE DATA To reduce speeding violations in a targeted neighborhood by zo following the
implementation ofa remediation effort as compared to the number ofviolations documented prior to
the implementation of the plan
The STEP Selective Traffic Enforcement Program was implemented thisyeast Maple St with a heavier
emphasis on officer visibility accompanied by public service announcements
Fiscal PreStep PostStep Change in
Year Location Compliance Compliance Percentage
05 Franklin Street 43 56 13
05 Jenkins Road 60 67 7
05 Ferry Road 91 91 no change
05 Maple Street 30 25 5
06 112 aple Street 2930 4150 1220
06 Cumberland avenue N N N A
Results show that that a multifaceted approach to speed reduction brings better results Enforcement
alone serves as a deterrent only to violators cited and to drivers who witness someone being ticketed
Publicity and education alone likely do not achieve significant results when they arentcoupled with
threat ofcourt action andfinancial disincentives
Data from Police Department records Data for Cumberland Ave effort was lost when the automated traffic
recorder failed
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GOAL z To reduce the amount of time between the initial report ofan incident of domestic vio
lence and the arrival ofofficersonsce e to provide intervention and support to victims Rapid
police response to domestic violence incidents can often be a primary factor in keeping victims
safe and preventing further injury to victims and family members
PERFORMANCE DATA To arrive at the scene ofa reported domestic disturbance within five
minutes at least 80ofthe time
Domestic Violence Rate
Reporting of responded meeting Average response
Period Complaints 5 minutes goal time in minutes
CY 2004 121 79 65 523
CY 2005 113 90 80 340
FY2006 123 95 7720 30
Data from dispatch software Note shift from calendar year to fiscal year reporting
While the actual resultsfor FYo6 are just short of the goal the actual average response time con
tinues to show improvements from year to year
GOAL 3 To improve officercitizen relationships by increasing the number ofnonenforcement
contacts between uniformed officers and citizens
PERFORMANCE DATA Officers achieve and maintain an average of at least one positive com
munity contact per week during the year
Report ofPositive Community Contacts
Reporting Total Contacts per Weekly Average
Period Contacts Officer Per Officer
CY 2004 921 418 081
CY 2005 571 259 049
FY 2006 816 3709 071
In FYos the department recognized it was overstating results for FYo4 and FYos In FYo6 the positive
trend upwards is encouraging as the senior staffhas strongly endorsed accurate tracking ofcontacts
Data from police department records Note shift from calendar year to fiscal year reporting
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Citizen Survey
Citizen ratings ofthe perceived
importance of the Police De
partments three service delivery
goals are being gathered at this
time The Police Department
rated quite positively overall for
service delivery in FY o5 and FY
04
so o
ao o
30 0
zo
10
Ove rall O uality of Police Services
o
Very sat is Fietl Somew hat Neutral Somew hat Very Do nt know oratisFietl tlissatisf ietl tlissat is fietl NA
2004 415 38 128 30 10 35
X2005 433 360 125 23 20 40
Attitude Toward Interaction with Police Department
70
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Nedher
autious au tious NA
2004 498 310 53 90 30 20
200 5 615 23 8 4 5 73 2 3 08
FY o4 and FY o5 survey results indicate
citizens are less satisfied with traffic
enforcement than with other areas of
police performance The ratings of
Neighborhood Policing including do
mestic violence prevention was influ
enced by a high percent ofrespondents
who answered dontknow but it is
still a rating to consider especially in
light ofthe improved response time po
lice have achieved in domestic violence
issues
When asked about interacting with
the Saco Police Department in FY o4
and FY o5 over85 of citizens sur
veyed responded that they would feel
very comfortable or somewhat
comfortable This is encouraging in
light of the problems with the posi
tive community contact data re
ported in prior years
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Neighborhood 2004 13 28 115265 228 35 403
policing
including
domestic
violence 2005 3 35 190255 255 233 387
prevention
The Citys 2004 10 20 145448 288 90 408
overall efforts
to prevent
2005 10 3 143438 280 98 405crime
The 2004 28 103208 378 255 30 375
enforcement
of local traffic
laws
2005 48 83 185385 25843 375
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Wastewater Treatment Plant
Howard Carter Director
hcarter@ sacomaine org
zoo a8a 3564
Mission Statement The City ofSaco Wastewater TreatmentPlantwillprovide our customers
with high quality wastewater services through responsible sustainable and creative steward
ship of the resources and assets we manage We will do this with aproductive and talented
workforce while always strivingfor excellence
Scope of Operations
Licensed to process up to 4z million gallons of wastewater per day
In FY o6 the plant had an actual average daily flow of approximately z5z million gallons a6million
gallons in FY o5 z million gallons in FY o4 ofwastewater it treated which was comprised ofwaste
water from residential and commercial sewers from industrial sources and from stormwater flow
Maintain z9 pumping stations throughout the city sewer lines are maintained by Public Worlcs as
well as the workings at the Plant itself including a computerized system for monitoring a continuous
flow process ofaeration settling and then finally the disinfections ofthe remaining solids known as
sludge which is then composted for beneficial reuse
Billing of system users collected by Finance
Use of Resources
n full time employees
Nearby cities ofsimilar size Biddeford andScarborough with no Combined Sewer Overflow System em
ploy is and izstaffat their Wastewater Treatment Plants respectively Biddeford has an averageflow of
approximately 35million gallons per day MGD and Scarborough has an averageflow ofapproximately
i8MGD
The Wastewater Treatment Plant does not utilize any tax base dollars to perform their duties Rather
user fees adequately support operations of the facility
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The impact ofthe Wastewater Treatment Plants mission and three service delivery goals heavily influ
ence on the citys strategic goals of Meeting New Environmental Regulation Challenges and Infrastruc
ture and Capital Development and Maintenance
Department Service Delivery Goals and Performance Data
GOAL i To protect the waterways of Saco through the effective and reliable operation and maintenance
of the wastewater collection and treatment systems We will manage our resources and assets in an envi
ronmentally responsible manner while maintaining regulatory requirements and mandates
The operation ofthe Wastewater Treatment Plant is fundamental for ensuring the ongoing environ
mental health of the City ofSaco and its operations are subject to avariety of local state and federal
regulations
PERFORMANCE DATA To meet all Federal State and Local environmental regulations while minimiz
ing inflow and infiltration into the combined wastewater collection system thus increasing capacity for
growth This can be measured by a the number of times there are CSOs Combined Sewer Overflows
into the Saco River and the severity of each occurrence and b the number ofmonthly permit violations
that occur within a year The chart following details permit violations and CSO events for four prior
years
Data that follows is from department records maintained for state and federal reporting
A CSO occurs when the collection system for wastewater is overwhelmed with wastewater coming in
for instance during a significant rainstorm such that overflow occurs and instead ofpassing through the
treatment system wastewater passes directly into the Saco River If the collection system is well main
tained and has adequate capacity versus demand these occurrences should be infrequent and minor in
terms ofvolume passing untreated
Thefollowing awards have been received by the Saco Wastewater Treatment Plantfor their CSO effortsUS
EPA zooo Nationalfirst place award for Combined Sewer Overflow CSO control program excellence SUS
EPA Region i zooz Operations and Maintenance ExcellenceAward
BA permit violation occurs when the quality of treated water as it leaves the system is substandard in any
of severalways thetreated water has a high level of total suspended solids TSS or ofbiological oxygen
demand BOD traces offecal matter remaining andor improper PH levels how acidic versus how alka
line it is
TSS remaining in treated water is harmful to other living creatures and a high BOD means that the treated
water does not have enough oxygen to support life Most cities that routinely report BOD and TSS removal
indicate high percentages removed often well abovegoAmmons p 454 Similarly remaining fecal
matter and improper PH levels oftreated water essentially means output water is still polluted
Ammons DN zoor Municipal Benchmarks Assessing Local Performance and Establishing Community Stan
dards znd ed Sage Publications
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Fiscal Year 2003 TSS BOD Av Monthl CSO
Violation Removal Removal Flow MGD Events
ul N O 98 97 128 4
August O 99 97 101 0
Se tem ber O 99 97 124 2
O ctober N O 98 96 148 3
N ovember N O 98 97 215 4
December N O 98 96 209 3
anuar N O 99 97 150 0
Februar N O 99 97 182 3
M arch N O 98 96 325 8
A ril O 99 97 274 3
M a O 99 97 207 4
une N O 98 98 182
FiscalYear 2004 TSS BOD Av Monthl CSO
Violation Removal Removal Flow MGD Events
ul N O 99 96 149 4
Au ust 3 FECAL 98 98 146 3
Se tem ber O 98 97 144 2
O ctober 1 FECAL 92 93 188 7
N ovember N O 99 98 195
December O 97 97 262 4
anuar 1 CHLORINE 99 98 163 0
Februar N O 98 97 141 1
M arch N O 98 96 182 0
A ril 2 SETTABLE SOLIDS 95 92 320 8
M a N O 99 98 245 6
une N O 99 96 174 3
FiscalYear 2005 TSS BOD Av Monthl CSO
Violation Removal Removal Flow MGD Events
ul N O 99 97 171 8
Au ust N O 98 96 217 14
Se tem ber N O 97 99 1 89 2
October 1 FECAL 99 95 160 3
N ovember N O 98 94 187 4
December 1 FECAL 94 88 270 2
anuar N O 98 95 201 5
Februar N O 93 91 232 5
M arch 1 FECAL 97 93 279 4
A ril 1BOD 1TSS 1 SS 88 85 400 5
M a 1 TSS 87 85 371 8
une N O 95 90 254 5
FiscalYear 2006 TSS BOD Av Monthl CSO
Violation Removal Removal Flow MGD Events
ul N O 98 96 196 8
Au ust N O 98 97 148 5
Se tem ber N O 97 96 127 4
O ctober N O 9 95 347 13
November N O 93 90 291 5
December N O 93 91 294 6
anuar N O 93 92 268 5
Februar NO 93 90 244 3
M arch N O 97 93 161 2
A ril N O 95 94 201 5
M a 1 TSS 1 SS 90 90 423 7
une N 0 95 91 323 12
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Setting targets for CSO events and permit violations such as no more than 3 per month in either
category or no more than i per month ofreportable severity continues to be a challenge for the
Wastewater Treatment Plant staff because such incidences are primarily weather driven and the sys
tem has an existing capacity that can be exceeded in unusual circumstances zoo6 again was one of
the wettest years on record and the number ofCSO events reflect that yet it isn cost effective to
upgrade the system to anticipate all such possibilities and it also is possible to overbuild a system
resulting in negative environmental consequences The Wastewater Treatment Plant upgrades un
dertaken in FY o6 specifically to address capacity issues and CSO issues were completed Nov zoo6
as well as noise and odor issues also now finished and the final phase to improve nitrogen removal
should be done in April zoos The current plan for establishing benchmarks for performance and
setting targets for the future is to continue to balance cost effective improvements to the system
alongside appropriate capacity upgrades with a goal ofno CSO events or permit violations
GOAL z We will perform all services in a financially sound and responsible manner with sufficient
resources to properly operate and fully maintain the wastewater system We will continue to be
guided bycostfservice principles with regards to our rates fees and charges as we rely on user
fees for funding operations We are committed to continuous improvements in all ofour services
and will provide high value to our customers
To maintain the system optimally and affordably the staffmust balance managing costs to users with pro
viding the best possible service keeping the system operational and efficient and maintaining the infra
structure
PERFORMANCE DATA To maintain a fair
and stable fee structure while minimizing
debt service and minimizing infrastructure
deterioration This can be measured by com
paring the increase in user fees to the per
centage ofdebt service the city carries that is
related to Wastewater Treatment Plant in
vestment and operations and the percentage
decrease in the value ofWastewater Treat
ment Plant assets over time The idea is to
manage fees fairly for users while also main
taining adequate investment in its operations
and the infrastructure of the plant to main
tain the system for the long term
Data from Finance audited reports
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DebtSenrice Depreciation
Sewer User Fee
In its simplest terms this translated to a rate increase in zoo4 for users for the first time in yeas and
then an adjustment down in rates forzoos and zoo6 with ongoing improvements
s
GOAL 3 We will seek innovation and creativity in accomplishing our mission and enhancing our ser
vices
Through improvements in technology andprocesses operation ofthe Wastewater Treatment Plant
can be optimized in order to meet the growing demand from users
PERFORMANCE DATA Identification ofnew technologies and processes that will allow for better
performance and to keep up with the growth within the city while maintaining a stable and consis
tent workforce This can be measured by tracking the number ofusers on the wastewater system ver
sus the number offull time equivalent employees
The Wastewater Treatment Plant is go complete with current upgrades to thefacility as noted already
The unusual aspect of thisproject was that thefacility acted as the general contractor and the work was
done by city employees inhouse The cost to the city was about3o ofwhat would have been paidfor an
outside contractor to do the work and so saved the city substantial money as well the project stayed under
budget which allowedfor more work than originally planned to be accomplished
TrackingVWUTP System Users Corrared toStaffing Levels
Quarterly Monthly Seasonal Flat Rate Total Full Time
Users Users Users Users Users loyees
FY 04 3792 227 150 141 4310 11
FY 05 3820 229 148 141 4338 11
FY 06 4014 232 148 145 4539 11
Data from department records
Citizen InputSurvey
Citizen ratings of the perceived importance of the Waste Water Treatment Plants three service delivery
goals are being gathered at this time
The Wastewater Treatment Plant rated positively by citizens surveyed in FY o5 with a mean rating of4zi
up from4oi in FYo4 on the scale of i to 5 where i means very dissatisfied and 5 means very satisfied
3i of respondents in FY o5 similar to FY o4 dontknow how to rate the Wastewater Treatment
Plant likely as some people are not concerned or do not wish to be concerned with issues about waste
water treatment unless perhaps there is a problem
s8
Verydissatisfie mewhatdissatisfied Neutral
050 130 900
I
Dan9knaw
310
5amewhat satisfied
30
oVerydissatisfied Somewhatdissatisfied Neutfal
Somewhatsatisfied Very satisfied Dontknow
The City ofSaco is about go complete with a number ofupgrades to its Wastewater Treatment Plant
including addressing noise from old blowers and improved odor control as previously noted which may
increase citizen satisfaction with this city service delivery function
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School Department
Our visionstatement Home School and Community A CollaborativeAdventure in
Lifeong Learningguides the efforts of the Saco School Community We arefirmly
committed to making this vision a reality for all our wonderful students
This year we began a major initiative at the Saco Middle School entitled Journey to Excellence We
have increased our reading and math offerings added agifted and talented program and expanded
our world language program We will continue our Journey to Excellence planning with additional
world language and computer technology integration during the zooo8 school year Exciting
learning opportunities for our great middle level students
Working closely with our supportive City officials we will also see a new driveway at our middle
school and a refurbished Parlcs and Recreation building which will house our Adult Education and Al
ternative Education programs We sincerely thank the Saco community for their support ofthese ex
citing endeavors
I sincerely want to recognize and thank our wonderful Board ofEducation and school staff for their
hard work and dedication Our students are supported everyday by caring and dedicated profession
als and support personnel
Lastly we have the greatest school volunteers throughout our school community I wish to thank
them for their unwavering support and contribution
Respectfully Submitted
Enrollments as ofJanuary i aoo7
Gov Fairfield z69
Young z75
CKBurns 587
Saco Middle 739
STP i8
Thornton Academy ioo7
TOTAL z95
Michael Lafortune
Superintendent ofSchools
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School Department Cont
Board of Education
The Board of Education consists of seven members elected at large by the voters
Maine School Law sets the duties of the Board which involve governance management
and operation of the public schools including the appointment of the Superintendent
of Schools and furnishing a budget request for the support of the public schools to the
Council Mayor and City Administrator
FINANCIAL STATEMENT
SACO SCHOOL DEPARTMENT
2004 2005 2006 ACTUALS
REVENUES
Town Appropriation
State Shared Revenues
Charges for Services
Other Revenues
Grant Receipts
Food Services Program
TOTAL
EXPENDITURES
Instruction
Student Support Services
General Administration
School Administration
Operation Maintenance of Plant
School Lunch
Capital Improvements
Student Transportation
Debt Service
Grant Programs
Food Services Program
TOTAL
Excess deficiency of revenues over
under
expenditures
Excess deficiency of revenues over
under
expenditures By Fund
General Fund
Grant Programs
Food Services Program
Total Special Revenue Fund
TOTAL ANNUAL EXCESS
DEFICIENCY
ACCUMULATED FUND BALANCES
General Fund Designated
Variance
FY 05 to 06
Favorable
FY 2006 FY2005 Unfavorable
13508865 1412298 428
983412 807647 2177
806945 49924 613
18684 14772 2648
290943 16786 106
5756 1 585009 160
260352 24454561 646
1799443 173189 0 390
749556 751128 021
507770 48736 419
8036 1 744936 788
2029484 18010 1269
11429 00
86146 1000 1385
667392 777812 1420
975881 003771 278
1260677 183902 648
619488 59022 496
25694429 247704 6 373
FY 2004
12275099
80294 2
363417
87270
1090348
622247
22467803
1609266
6637 4
401519
709357
173214
12700
777311
1030411
1035 5
698759
2322106
340803 3159 20788
354 293988 22053
30266 16716 28106
43817 5211 74086
13551 21927 3820
340803 3159 20788
294645 376215 2168
754303
6643
1357
76512
89669
754303
308
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City of Saco
Board of Education
The Board ofEducation consists of seven members elected by ward by the voters Maine School law
sets the duties ofthe Board which involve governance management and operation ofthe public
schools including the appointment ofthe Superintendent of Schools and furnishing a budget request
for the support ofthe public schools to the Council Mayor and City Administrator
Front Row begin left Beth Johnston Milce Lafortune Superintendent ofSchools
Lorraine Whelan
Back Row begin left David Versel Mayor MarkJohnston
Jeffrey Robinson Daniel Cabral David Galli Vice Chair
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Dyer LibrarySaco Museum
he trustees staff and volunteers ofthe Dyer Li
brarySacoMuseum are pleased to present our ar
nual report for the year ending December 3i zoos
Dyer LibrarySaco Museum is a remarkable asset and re
source for the citizens of Saco consisting ofa public librryMaine
History Room and Saco Museum As anon profitcommun ty
public benefit corporation theDyer Library and
Saco Museum deliver education recreation informa tion
and history services with60ofits funding from the City
of Saco and 40 from annual fund donations corporate sponsorships mem berships
grants and program income Saco
Museum During
thepast year the library has continued toshow growth and significant progress inmeet ing
the information needsofthe community Circulation oflibrary materials reacheda new high with an
8increase over zoo4 n546books CDs DVDs audiotapes and periodicals were checked outLi brary
visitation rose to izz z86visitswith i44ziInternet usage sessions ChildrensRoom visitation rose
to 8 793a i4 increase This number reflects the children staffs focus on collaboration with local schools
toensure as many school childrenas possible are familiar and comfortable with the Dyer Li brary
The ChildrensRoomofthe Dyer Library is now ranked nth in the State ofMaine for visitation and
attendance tprograms remarkable achievement given the staff and collection size comparedto other
top ranked libraries As of December zoosthe library had8aictive cardholdersAn amazing z9z
community meetings tools place in our meeting room inzoos Under
the leadershipof Andrea Strassner the Saco Museum showed phenomenal growth during aoo5
The attendance levelat the museum roseby an incredible ito over ioooovisitorsinthe past year
The museum hosted six major exhibitionsin zoos including theextremely popular Barn Again Celebrating
an American Icona traveling exhibit from the Smithsonian and Simple Gifts The Alfred Shakers
1793i93ias well asA Celebration fStudent ArtworkofSaco and DaytonK8StudentsAt the
close ofthe current exhibit Garden ArtistryPast and Present the museum willshowcase local history
with The Best and the Bizarre Saco Museum Jubilee i4o Years ofSaco History Decorative ArtsCuriosities
The museum director continued totake a leadership role coordinating thegrant from the
Maine ArtsCommission thatfunded Discovery Research CulturalPlan Project sponsorofa number of
successful cultural events including Milling Abouta January event that attracted boo iooovisi tors
The
combined institutionsofthe Dyer Library and Saco Museum continuetobe valuable cul tural
assets helpingto build a sense of communitythatis attractive tobusiness leaders citizens and visitors
Serving the lifelong learning needs ofthe communityinsuch a comprehensive fashion the Dyer
Library and Saco Museum help ensure Sacosvibrant future development John
Anagnostis President
Board ofTrustees Leslie
Rounds Executive
DirecaT93
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City of Saco
300 Main Street
Saco ME 04072
Dear Friends
canntlTrffs
H@hYELAN@ SECURITY ANO
G@VfRNMfNTAL AFFNRS CHniaaurr
AAM@ SERVICES
SPECIAL C@MMITTE
@N AGsyG
1 elcomc this opportunity to share some of the ork that has made me proud to represent the people oi
5aeo alld alI of Maine in the Llnitcd Status 5cnate
As Chairman of the SenateIomeland Security Committee 1 am pleased to repar that Congress made
real progress in 2006 to protect our nation including major legislation that coauthored To improve the
securt of America seaports also led abpartisan eFfortto pass chemical security legislation that for
the first time requires security measures at more than3400 chemical facilities nationwide
1ollownrg the flawed response to I Iurrlcane ICatrrna the1lomeland Security Committee conducted the
most extensive investigation in its history alyd I coauthored legislation that reorganizes and reunites the
federal government preparedness and response capabilities to meet the challenges of all aspects of
emergency management
Congress last year passed many pieces ofltgislatiolr I authored to improve health care assist those in
need protect our environment support our economy and our workers and strengthen our nations
defenses The Older Americans Act includes myamendment to estahlish transportation services for
llrnericasseniors 1 led the successful fight to reject proposed cuts in Medicare home health and
hospice payments and to prevent prescription drug plans front removing a drug from their formulary
during the plan year I ave secured increased Funding for diahctes and Alzheimers research and for
support services for patients and their families
Irr 2006 I helped secure a record level of funding for the LaW Income Home energy Assistance Program
LdHEAP and Congress renewed the tax deduction I authored for teachers ho spend their own money
on classroom supplies and my rerrevabl enemy tax credit The landmark Postal Reform legislation I
coauthored will ensure affordable rates and preserve universal service Major Defense hills include my
provisions to help secure the future of Bath Iron 14orks and the jobs of ourskilIcd shipbuilders
I remain committed ko doing all that I can to address your cornmullitys concerns on the federal level If I
may be of assistance to you in anyiaI encourage you to contsrct my Biddeford office at231101
Sincerely
M
Susan M Colln7s
United States Scnsrtor
PRINTED ON ftECYCLE PAPER
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From the deskof
MAINE STATE SENATOR BI HObIIS
Dear Friends eigh6ors
Before Cooking aFieadat the agendafor the123rLegisCatu e I
first want to thank the voters ofSaco for another opportunity to
represent our district at the State 7fouse Iappreciate the support
andCookforwardtoworking on what is bestfor our community
There is a great amount ofpromise and potential in our state and I
am ready to work on your behalf to bring it home and make it hap
pen Recently the Brookings Institute released an action plan for
promoting sustainable prosperity and quality places The report
Charting Maines Future will be a valuable resource in the legisla
ture this session Highlights from the report call for cutting taxes
promoting efficiency in government assisting communities to safe
guard and plan for the future and the creation ofinvestment funds
aimed to improve Maines quality of life
Bringing home tax relief will also be a top priority for me and the rest of the iz3rd Legislature Dur
ing the campaign season I had the privilege to meet and listen to the issues and concerns facing our
friends and neighbors Without a doubt the message was loud and clear tax relief for the people of
Maine
As State Senator I offer an open door policy and I am available to hear your thoughts concerns and
input I am committed to the interests ofthis community and it is important that we work together
to achieve success I believe that a positive working relationship will greatly benefit the community
of Saco
Thank you again for the opportunity to serve and represent you in Augusta and ifI can be of any
assistance please do not hesitate to contact me
Sincerely
4
Barry J Hobbins
Maine State Senator
District 5
Al1N QlIYlB
3 State House Station Augusta Maine 04333
Office20781515 Toll Free18004236900 Fax 2072871585
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SACO RIVER CORRIDOR COMMISSION
Communities Working Together To Protect Our Rivers
The Saco River Corridor Commission SRCC administers the Saco River Corridor Act which was
established by the legislature in 1973 Through the Act the Commission helps oversee land use de
velopment within 50o to iooo feet of the Saco Ossipee Little Ossipee Rivers the Little Ossipee
Flowage and Balch Lake The Commission is made up ofrepresentatives from twenty communities
bordering these water bodies Each ofthe twenty municipalities has an obligation and opportunity
to be represented by one regular and one alternate member who are appointed by the Selectmen or
Mayor
The City of Saco is fortunate to have Marlc Johnston and David Tripp as its voice on the Commission
In a practical sense this voice gives Saco an opportunity to participate in the present and future de
velopment patterns throughout the entire corridor The consideration of permit applications for
development is one of the major functions ofthe Commission During our past fiscal year the Com
mission came together for eleven meetings in which they considered a total of izz applications for
permits and amendments
We are pleased to report that we have just begun our seventh season of our Saco River Basin Water
Quality Monitoring Program Currently we have over z5 volunteers monitoring for dissolved oxy
gen pH turbidity temperature total Kjeldahl nitrogen total phosphorus orthophosphate and Es
cherichia coli Our testing takes place on abiweekly schedule along the Saco Ossipee and Little
Ossipee Rivers at thirtywo different locations during the months of April through October In
Saco we test the waters offthe public boat launch at Front Street All ofthe information relating to
the past six years of the Commission monitoring program can be found on our website located at
wwwsrccmaineo The intrinsic value of the SRCCs work should be immediately clear to the
residents of the City of Saco Protection and oversight for the water of the Saco River amounts to
protection for Sacos drinlang water reservoir
The SRCC continues to work cooperatively with New Hampshire groups water of which eventually
empties into the Saco River dedicated to the preservation of the natural resources in the Ossipee
Watershed The dedication and cooperation we have witnessed from our volunteers and partners is
a testament to their commitment to ensure the quality of the water within the Saco River Basin and
to the success of this program
Saco residents who are interested in obtaining additional information about the Saco River Corridor
Commissionswork or for a copy of the water quality monitoring information should feel free to call
their Commission representative or Dennis Finn the Commissions Executive Director The Com
mission office is located on the second floor of the Little River Building at zo Main Street in Cornish
Maine telephone zoo6z58i 3 and can be found on the web at wwwsrccmaineorg
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Conservation Commission
he Conservation Commission meets once a month to discuss issues that may have an impact on
our natural resources and environment We partner with Department of Public Worlcs on several
projects such as Hazardous Waste Collection AdoptaRoad Recycling and the DPW keeps us in
formed on storm water issues and asks us for help when it is needed
The Conservation Commission works withDPWon the Hazardous Waste Collection There were
three community collection on three dates May Scarborough July z3 Biddeford and October zz
Saco The three communities including Old Orchard Beach were able to attend any one ofthe three
collections with proper identification One or more observers from each community was present at
each ofthe collection dates
The Saco Middle School Ecology Club under direction ofDavid Shaw is still doing water quality test
ing on The Goosefare Brook and now on Deep Broolc near the SMS Our children are learning some
very important lessons about our environment
The zoos recipient ofthe Paul Janson Award for Outstanding Achievements was awarded to a very
surprised David Shaw David has been a tremendous influence on the young people in the Saco Mid
dle School Ecology Club and he does personify the person that helps to preserve natural surroundings
through his workwith the students
We continue to attend Planning Board meetings to look at protection ofour environment and for bet
ter utilization of our resources and open areas
We are still loolang for groups to help with the AdoptHighway a program that asks cleanup of at
least a z mile portion ofhighway twice ayear There are many sections of Saco roads that are available
and we will again seek people to take a section ofroad
The Commission sponsored Scholarships to Bryant Pond Maine Conservation School to three young
people from Saco Middle School This program helps children become aware ofthe importance of the
conservation ofour natural resources They enjoy a week of learning and recreation and meeting new
friends
The LoosestrifeGalerucella beetle program is working very well at one ofour three test sites the one
behind the DPW building There was only a small evidence of Loosestrife and then that disappeared
very quicldy when the beetles appeared The two sites on Industrial Park Road are doing okay but it is
a much larger infestation There may be a few new sites added this year The program will continue
this year with funding from National Fish and Wildlife
The Conservation Commission was sorry to accept the resignation of Helen Fisher as our secretary
Due to health issues she felt it was time for her to leave that position that she had so ably done for the
Commission Due to a move toIennebunlc the Commission has also lost Horace Woody Wood as a
regular member We will miss the attendance of these two very faithful members of the Commis
sion
Our thanks to the Mayor City Council City Administrator Planning Board and Department of
Public Works For their continued assistance in so many ofour programs
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Eastern Trail Progress Report
Enjoy the most recently opened section ofthe Eastern Trail along the Nonesuch River Opened in zoo6
this section unlike the flat rail corridor section between Pine Point Road and Blaclc Point Road rolls for
a mile through woodland along the Nonesuch River Its located about a mile north ofBlaclc Point Road
After crossing the marsh continue for amile on paved Eastern Avenue to a trailheadonroad parking
area The Town ofScarborough negotiated the easement and funded its construction
By summer ofzooanew section south from Pine Point Road into Old Orchard Beach should be open
This will add more than a mile of new trail reaching all the way to Milliken Mills Road Today anyone
who reaches the Pine Point end of the offroad trail across the marsh can look across Pine Point Road
south to see more ofthe Eastern RR corridor Its a mysterious sight tempting many to investigate Plan
to walls or bike it this summer
Inzoo6 Sacos City Planner Bob Hamblen was elected president ofthe Eastern Trail Management Dis
trict Bob has had a fantastic impact Progress and interest have exploded Bob is the second Saco offi
cial to be so elected City Administrator Richard Michaud was also elected ETMD president and served
back in zoo3 and zoo4 when his impact was enormous and much appreciated More is happening
InNovember of zoo6 an engineering feasibility study was published offering several options for con
necting the new Nonesuch section ofthe Eastern Trail to South Portland Wainwright Fields only a
mile away as the crows fly Can you imagine a trail connecting Cascade Road to Scarborough Marsh and
on east to South PortlandsGreenbelt to end on Casco Bay SeewwwEasternTrailO gto read the re
port describing how South Portland and Scarborough might be connected The ET is gaining momen
tum The vision is becoming a reality
Maine Department ofTransportation has allocated funds to design the trail across Saco from Cascade
Road to South Street in Biddeford This section may be the most challenging and costly to design and
build Bridges will be needed over Rt i and the Saco River Challenging Yes Impossible No Democ
racy works If the people want it it will be built We hope youdsupport a trail from behind Thornton
Academy to Scarborough Marsh in one direction and to Biddefords Ice Area and Yin the other
With your support youllhave a mostlyoffroad greenway connecting Saco with Casco Bay to the north
and with Strawberry Banke in Portsmouth to the south And ifyou consider the East Coast Greenway
ofwhich the ET is a part you could bike to Calais or to Key West already zo complete
Eastern Trail Alliance members owe great thanks to Sacos elected officials to its great city staff and to
its residents
With sincere appreciation
John Andrews President Eastern Trail Alliance
JAndrews@GWLNet
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Boards and Commissions
ZONING BOARD OFAPPEALS
5 year term
PLANNING BOARD HISTORIC PRESERVATION
Michael Martin Chair
3 Year Term COMMISSION
George Chase
Neil Schuster Chair 3 Year Term
John Cote
Donald Girouard Vice Chair
Diane Boyce Chair
Robert Dziadzio
Bob Demers
Shawn Marsh Chris DiMatteo
Mary Merrill
Cynthia ChadwickGr nger Richard Parker
Audrey Milne
Jane Walsh Tim Christenbury
John Read
Steve Dupuis Donna Bailey
Bridget Scontras
Sandra Guay
SACO SHORELINE COMMISSION
COASTAL WATER COMMISSION
ECONOMIC DEVELOPMENT James Bastille Chair
Dean Coniaris Chair
Sandra Bastille
COMMISSION DonaldAbbott Harbormaster
Christopher Braley
5 Year Term Thomas Casamassa Asst
Paul Descoteau
Glenn Baker Harbormaster
James Henderson
Jim Braley Peter Scontras
Gilles Lauzon
Milce Eon Glenn Chadbourne
Richard Milliard
Roch Rodri ueg
Robert Morowski Jr
Roch Rodrigue
Wayne Hutchins
Roger Johnston Peter C Marks
Robert LaPointe
Andrea Moreshead Chair BOARD OF VOTER REGISTRATION
Robert Barris
CONSERVATION COMMISSION zYear Term
TRAFFIC SAFETY COMMITTEE
3 Year Term Lucette Pellerin Chair
Dep ChiefCharles Labonte
Donna Goulding Chair Janet
Fernald
Richard Michaud
Elizabeth Shaw Vice Chair David Tripp
Arlene Murchison
REGISTRAR BOARD OF APPEALS
Helen Fisher Secretary Eric Cote
zYear Term
Peter Anderson ChiefBradley Paul
Joan Lamontagne Chair
John Andrews ChiefAlden Murphy
PeterYarborough
Allan Cone Michael Bolduc
Helen Fisher
Edgar Gardner
RECREATION ADVISORY BOARD
BOARD OF
Thomas Goulding Cathy Baillargeon ASSESSMENT REVIEW
Dan Leach
Debi McKenney Lawrence Dolby Chair
Bill Zafirson
David Shaw Elsie Boudreau
Dana Prescott
Dr Robert Bolduc Jr
Jim Galasyn
Bruce Kerns
Lisa Huntress
Scott Nason
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Clerk of the tause
STETE
HatSE OF REPRESETATIVES
CLERKSCFFICE
2 Staate House Station
RuDusta Maine 04333f1Q2
Many municipal annual reports include the eategary of Represenativ tvLegislature at the conclusion
of the listing of Municipal C7fficers
In the belief you may wan o aid citizens v mute readily conactheir cause member we are hopeful
tha you will include the fallowing infarmaon in fihe Municipal Officers secfiion
Representative tv fihe Legislature
term exp 1213108
District 133 District 134
State Representative Han DonaCd 1 Pulan State Representative Hon Linda M Valentino
Name Address 299 Ferry Road Home Address PD Box 1049
Saco ME 04072 Saco ME 04072
Residence 20724lbl
business 207 5531357
Fax 207b1911
EMaiL 1stLgwinet
Residence 20725227
fMail Imvalentina54Cy hoacom
State House EMai I
RepLindaValent oClegislafiure mainegov
State HouseEMail
RepDanPi IanC legis laturemainegov
Capito6 Address House of Representatives
2 State House Station
Augusta MEC43330002
Telephone 20721400 Voice
207 44b9 TTY
YearRound Yoll Free House of Representatives Message Center1600423290
Maine Legislative Interne Web Site httpIjanusstatemusllegi
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Vehicle Registration
For Your Information
Dog Licenses
New registration as well asreegistration can nowbe
done at City Hall without having to go to the Department of Motor
Vehicle To register anew vehicle purchased from aMaine dealer
you will need the blue application for Title the green DealersCer
tificate proofof insurancefor the vehicle and current mileage the
windowsticker Monroney Label and if you plan to transfer plates
from another vehicle you currently have registered you will also
need to bring the registration for that vehicle
Ifyou have avehicle that you have purchased privately
withinMaine to register you will need to bring the title to the vehi
cle ifit is a r99r model ornewerproperly signed on the back you
will also need any release of lien from the prior ownerslender if
applicable abill of sale proof of insurance for the new vehicle and
its current mileage and ifyou plan to transfer plates from another
vehicle you currently have registered you will also need to bring the
registration to that vehicle
For cars from out of statedealerships or leased vehicles
or ifyou have just moved to Saco please call withquestions Re
registration requires proof of insurance and the current mileage and
it is helpful to have the expiring registration Under state law we
cannot process any registration without proofof insurance Excise
tax is paid at the time of registration and is based on the Manufac
turersSuggested Retail Price MSRP the year the car was made If
that information is not known it canbe calculated from the follow
inginformation aserial orvehicle identification number year
make model color weight and optional equipment of the vehicle
to be registered
Rapid Renewal is an option toreegister your vehicle on
line with payment by acredit card You may log on to ourwebsite
andreegister yourvehicle
To license adog acurrent State of Maine rabies certificate must be
presented along withaspaying certificate for females and neutering
certificate for males The fee forunaltered dogs male or female is
roo and 60ofor altered dogsAlldogs six months or older mustbe
licensed eachyear A late fee of r5oowill be charged to those licenses
renewed after January3r Individuals whose names appear on the war
rant will pay a z5 penalty
Fish and Game LicensesResidentfishing or hunting licenses may be
obtained from the City Clerkand the cost iszooper license The cost
of acombination fishing and hunting license is 4roo A junior hunting
license may be obtained for aperson ro years of age or older and under
r6 years forroo
Marriage LicensesAmarriage license may be obtained from the City
Clerk For persons previously married acertificate must be presented
indicating the dissolution of the former marriage The application for a
marriage license isvalid for go days from the date of issuance
Birth Certificates
Birth Certificates may be obtained from
r The City orTown inwhich the child was born
z The City orTown inwhich the mother was living at the time of the
birth ar
3 The State Department of Vital Statistics located inAugusta Maine
The feefor abirth certificate is iooofor thefirst copy and Sgoofor each
additional copy
Saco Recycles
HOW TO PREPARE YOUR MATERIALS FOR RECYCLING QUESTIONS CALL a8ai55z
Recycling Center at 35i North Street Sarah Wojcoski Recycling Coordinator
Glass All glass bottles jars colored clear
Labels OK Wash out and rinse
No light bulbs ormirrors No broken plates orpyrex
Plastic
roorzplastic including colored
No PVC pipe orbiodegradable plastic
No plastic film food wrap
Labels OK
Magazines Phone Books
Keep clean dry
Deposit loose
Cans All metal food drinkcans metal lids
Wash outand rinse
Empty aerosol cans with caps removed
Paperboard dry clean paperboard cereal rice cake cracker mix
boxes etc please remove any inside packaging
Papers Newspapers Kraft Bags
newspapers junk mail greeting cards calendars canceled checks
computer paper paper bags flyers inserts
Leave them loose or in paper bags do not tie them withstring
Please no plastic orother paper wrap
roz
Glossary ofTerms
Mean The average value ofa set of numbers
Mean rating The average value ofa set ofratings
Mission Statement A mission statement broadly outlines the organization or departments fu
ture directions and serves as a guiding concept for what the entity is to do and become
PerCapita Per person per unit ofpopulation
Performance Measures Tracking on a regular basis various indicators in an attempt to assist
City staff citizens and government officials in identifying financial program and service
results evaluating past resource decisions and facilitating improvements in future decisions re
garding resource allocation and service
Strategic Plan Statement outlining the citys mission and future direction nearterm and long
term performance targets and strategy in light ofthe citys external and internal situation
Strategy Action plan for achieving the Citys objectives strategy is mirrored in the pattern of
moves and approaches devised by city staff to produce the desired results Strategy is the HOW of
pursuing the Citys mission and reaching target objectives
References
Ammons D N zoos Municipal Benchmarks Assessing Local Performance and Establishing
Community Standards zded Sage Publications
Strategic Marketing Services zoos Report to the City of Saco Maine Unpublished
Other Resource Materials
Fountain J et al zoo3 Reporting Performance Information Suggested Criteria for Effective
Communication Government Accounting Standards Board
Review Guidelines September zoo4 COA in SEA Reporting Program Implementation Phase
Association of Government Accountants
io3
List of Referenced Reports
City of Saco Strategic Plan March zoo4 A copy of this report can be seen at andor printed from the
city website wwwsacomaineorg
A Report to the City of Saco Citizen Opinion Survey December zoo5Acopy ofthe citizens
survey and its results can be seen at andor printed from the city website wwwsacomaineorg
City of Saco Comprehensive AnnualFinancial Report zoo5Acopy ofthis report can be seen at andor
printed from the city website wwwsacomaineorg
City of Saco Distinguished Budget Presentation zoo6Acopy ofthis report can be seen at andor
printed from the city website wwwsacomaineorg
City of Saco Comprehensive Plan zoooAcopy ofthis report can be seen at the Economic
Development and Planning Department
A Plan for the Parks Capital Improvement Plan for the City of Saco Parks System Years zoos zoio
February zooiAcopy ofthis report can be seen at the Parks Recreation Department or at the Eco
nomic Development and Planning Department
Parks Recreation Needs Assessment October zoo3Acopy of this report can be seen at andor
printed from the city website wwwsacomaineorg
Information Technology Plan April zoozAcopy of this report can be seen at andor printed from the
city website wwwsacomaineorg
Saco Municipal Landfill Recreation and Reuse Plan i998Acopy of this report can be seen at andor
printed from the city website wwwsacomaineorg
City of Saco Maine Second Annual Performance Report on Delivery ofCity Services Fiscal Year zoos
January zoo6 Can be seen andor printed from the city website sacomaineorg
io4
Directory of Information and Services
City Hall Office Hours are83oam togoopmMonday through Thursday 73oam to40opm on Friday
City of Saco InternetWebsite Addresswwwsacomaineorg
Administration Richard Michaud City Administrator z8z4rgr
AssessingDaniel Sanborn Assessor z8zr6rr
Building Plumbing Electrical Permits Zoning Code
Richard Lambert Code Enforcement Officer z846 83
City Clerlc Lucette Pellerin
Certificates Birth Death Marriage z844 3r
Licenses Dog Victualers Liquor Hunting Fishing Mooring Business Reg z844 3r
Voter Registration z844 3r
Dyer Library Mon Wed Fri 93oam to 50o pm Tues Thurs93oam to 80o pm
Sat93oam to rz3o pm z833 6r
Economic DevelopmentP ter Morelli Director z8z3487
Fire Department Chief Alden Murphy z8z3244
Burning Permits z8z3244
Dispatch z83366r
GeneralAssistance Tuesday Thursday83o am to 50o pmby Appointment Michele Hughes Director z8z8zo6
Parks RecreationJoeHirsch Director z833139
Planning DepartmentBob Hamblen Director z8z3487
Police DepartmentChi fBradley Paul z8z8214
Dispatch z844535
Public Works DepartmentMik Bolduc Director z846641
Sewer Department Snow Removal Storm Drainage Road Maintenance z846641
Recycling Center 351 North Street Monday through Friday oo am to30o pm z844646
Superintendent of Schools Milce Lafortune z844505
Schools Adult Learning Center z8z3846
Young School z847053
Gov John Fairfield School z8zraz
CIBurns School z845o8r
Middle School z8z4181
Thornton Academy z8z3361
Saco Consolidated School Lunch Program z8zozrr
School Bus Transportation Office z845959
Solid Waste Collection Call BBI Waste for curbside pickup times and list of acceptable materials 9343880
Tax Registration Property Taxes Registration of Vehicles ATV Snowmobiles Boats z8zro3
Transfer Station Fall80oam to qoopm Snrinqooam to50opmClosed Thursdays Sundays z8z7z3o
Treatment Plant Howard Carter Director z8z3564
